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"প্রণমি বরদা অজরা অতুলা, বহুবলধামরণী মরপুদলবামরণী জাগ া িা। 

শরণিয়ী চন্ডিকা শংকরী জাগ া, জাগ া িা, জাগ া অসুরমবনামশনী তুমি জাগ া।" 

"আশ্বিনের শারদপ্রানে বেনে উনেনে আন াকমঞ্জী, ধরেীর েশ্বিরাকানশ অন্তশ্বরে বমঘমা া, প্রকৃশ্বের 

অন্তরাকানশ োগশ্বরে বেযাশ্বেম ময়ী েগন্মাোর আগমেীোেমা” - েীনরন্দ্রকৃষ্ণ ভনের এই মন্ত্র উচ্চারনে 

পূনোর ঢানক পড়ন া কাঠে। এক অোশ্বে  আেন্দ আর সনে উৎসনের প্রস্তুশ্বে - অেসাে িন া 

অনপক্ষার। পূনো শ্বেনয় এই আনেদে আমানদর শ্বিরকা ীে। স্মৃশ্বের পূনোর িাে ধনর আমরা এশ্বগনয় 

এ াম আনরা একঠি েেুে েেনর। েেুে পূনো, েেুে সাে। দুুঃখ সুনখর পা ােদ  বশনে সে মশ্ব েোনক 

দনূর বেন  আোর বমনে উে াম সানেকী পূনোর বসই স্বাদাল্লানদ।  

ভান া থাকুে সকন । সুন্দর কািুক সোর পূনো; ‘সশ্বিকনি’ র েরে বথনক শারদ-শুনভচ্ছা সক নক।  

শুগেচ্ছা সহ, 

ইন্দ্রানী বা চী (চক্রবতী) 
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Message from President 
 

First, I would like to take this opportunity, on behalf of the BAM Executive Committee to wish you a 
fun, memorable and meaningful Durga Puja.  

I had a great time serving this vibrant community of ours as a President since 2015. I consider myself 

fortunate to have such a great team of members and volunteers who have come together as 
executive and Puja committee members to celebrate Durga Puja with the entire community as 
extended family members. 

Thoughts of Durga Puja always put us in a journey through nostalgic moments of previous years. 

As Prabasi Bangali, this is a great occasion to come together as a community, spread the festive 

mood and cheer and get drenched one more time with our rich culture and tradition. Amidst a world of 
ever increasing fragmentation and unrest, our community serves as an oasis for all of us to mingle 
and have a sense of peaceful coexistence. This community has been in existence for quite some time 

and is growing every year. With growth and diversity, it’s our responsibility to keep the community 
united and cohesive with community interest and wellbeing as priority one. Every member of this 
community, be it brand new or longtime residents like us, is encouraged and included to participate in 

this annual event and all that follow. We are a big extended family. We also extend our message of 
inclusion and welcome to the Bengali Student Association of MN (BSSM) and Bengali Association in 
Rochester, MN (Caberi).  

We are excited about our collaboration with various local organizations in order to diversify our 

community, cultural, social, spiritual enrichment. We work closely with Hindu Society of Minnesota 
(Hindu Mandir) while celebrating Saraswati Puja, Lakshmi Puja to integrate socio-religious bond with 
the wider community. We actively participate as a community and in individual leadership level with 

Indian Association of Minnesota (IAM) celebrating India Fest, Connect India and other engagements 
such as disaster relief as necessary. We are working towards extending our community reach beyond 
organizations like Feed My Starving Children to additional charitable organizations.  

We cannot achieve any of this great work without the active participation of our member volunteers. I 

am excited to report that this year a lot of new members to the community responded to an open 
invitation to join the volunteer team for Durga Puja. Please welcome them as they become one with 
the community in our celebration. We would like to invite and encourage more members to come 

forward and participate in all capacities including leadership in various events. As part of corporate 
citizenship, many companies encourage employees and retirees to volunteer for non-profit 
organizations and offer grant money for putting certain number of volunteering hours for worthy 

causes. Contributions to United way can also be directed towards BAM (A non-profit 501C 
organization). This would enable us to multiply our reach for charitable activities which end of the day 
really counts toward life of meaning and significance. 

Please visit our newly done website www.mnbangali.org for up-to-date information on the community 

and upcoming events. You are most welcome to provide suggestions for improvements at 
support@mnbangali.org. Finally, I want to thank again my leadership team, the volunteers and all of 
you, for your continued support and dedication for a better community tomorrow. 

Looking forward to seeing you all at our next event, Lakshmi Puja on 15th Oct, 2016 at Hindu Mandir, 
Maple Grove. 

Thanks and Best regards, 

Soumitro Tarafder  

http://www.mnbangali.org/
mailto:support@mnbangali.org
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A Conversation 

Ashok Chattopadhyay 

Sri Ramakrishna: “Ah! Today at last I have come to the ocean. Up till now I have seen only canals, 

marshes, or a river at the most. But today I am face to face with the sagar, the ocean.”  (All laugh.)  
Vidyasagar (smiling): “Then please take home some salt water.” (Laughter) 

Sri Ramakrishna: “Oh, no!  Why salt water? You aren’t the ocean of ignorance. You are the ocean 

of vidya, knowledge. You are the ocean of condensed milk.” (All laugh.)  

Vidyasagar: “Well, you may put it that way.” 

The above section is a part of a dialogue between two Bengal giants of the nineteenth century. Sri 

Ramakrishna was the spiritual giant known as a Prophet or an Incarnation. He was perfect 

example of a saint, living on the outskirts of a big city, having no formal education, yet the literary 

giants, social reformers and great religious leaders of time were flocking to him to listen to his 

nectar-like words. Vidyasagar was a well-known writer and philanthropist and a great social 

reformer of the same period. The above conversation took place at Vidyasagar’s house in Calcutta 

on August 5, 1882. It would be interesting to see how the rest of the conversation went. Perhaps it 

would be a good idea to refresh our memories of these two giants. 

Sri Ramakrishna 
One hundred and eighty years ago on February 18th., 1836, in a little village about 40 miles from 

Calcutta, Sri Ramakrishna Paramanhansa Deva was born. His boyhood name was Gadadhar 

Chattopadhyay. His father’s name was Khudiram and mother’s name was Chandramoni Devi.  

At the age of sixteen his brother brought him to Calcutta, to give him some formal education so 

that he could carry on the job of a family priest. Gadadhar’s answer to his brother’s effort “what 

shall I do with a mere bread-winning education. I would rather acquire the wisdom which will 

illumine my heart and give me satisfaction forever.” 

Gadadhar at the age of nineteen came to Dakshineswar as a priest of the Kali temple established 

by a wealthy lady named Rani Rashmoni. The temple compound consisted of the main Kali 

temple, a temple of Lord Krishna, and twelve Shiva temples and a large open area, living quarters 

and flower gardens. A peaceful place indeed it was. After some initial hesitation Gadadhar agreed 

to be the Pujari (priest) of the Kali temple. Rasmoni’s son-in-law Mathur was so moved with 

Gadadhar’s sincerity that he did not care that Gadadhar did not have any formal training in the 

ritualistic aspects of puja. It was Mathur who started calling Gadadhar Ramakrishna. He was 

always very careful and attentive to Ramakrishna’s needs for all his life.  

The worship of Kali intensified as Ramakrishna’s yearning for a living vision of the Mother of the 

universe grew. He spent his days in front of the Image and nights in a small jungle north of the 

temple in meditation. He would cry out loud - “Mother, are you true, do you exist? If you do why I 

can’t see you?” But his cries were not in vain; he soon had a vision of the Mother. In Swami 

Nikhilananda’s words1 - “He saw a limitless, infinite, effulgent ocean of consciousness.” He found 

manifestation of the divine mother inside every object, living or non-living. During this period of 

intense sadhana his health broke down. His mother brought him back to Kamarpukur to take care 

of him.  

He was married to Sarodamoni Devi, who was only five years old in 1958. Marriage did not tie him 

down. As soon as he came back to Dakshineswar he was back into his sadhana where he had left 

off earlier. At this time, he started to worship God by following different paths. He followed the 
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Tantric tradition, Vaishnavism and ultimately Vedanta. He reached the highest state of the 

sadhana, the state of “Nirvikalpa Samadhi,” which very few attain even after life-long spiritual 

austerities, in a matter of days. In Nirvikalpa Samadhi the mind reaches the highest state of 

spiritual realization where the difference between personal self and the Supreme Self disappears. 

Later on he practiced various paths outside the boundaries of Hinduism including Islam, Buddhism, 

and Christianity. 

Fourteen years after her marriage, Sarada Devi paid her first visit to her husband at Dakshineswar. 

Shortly thereafter on an auspicious day, Sri Ramakrishna arranged a special worship of the Divine 

Mother. But instead having an image at the center, he placed his wife. He surrendered at the feet 

of the living image, himself, his rosary and the fruit of his lifelong sadhana. By his unique spiritual 

relationship with his wife he proved that husband and wife can live together as spiritual 

companions. Thus his life was a synthesis of the ways of the life of a house-holder and a monk. 

Many noted intellectuals of the time soon began to visit Sri Ramakrishna and started to write about 

him in magazines to spread the name and the fame of the great new saint from Dakshineswar. But 

Sri Ramakrishna’s real work took root when a number of men mostly in their teens, pure at heart, 

untouched by worldly ways, came to him. Some of them began their spiritual practice under his 

guidance. The most prominent among them was Naren, who later became Swami Vivekananda.  

One of the most prominent house-holder devotees was Mahendranath Gupta, better known as “M,” 

who came to him in 1882. He belonged to the Brahma Samaj and was the headmaster of the 

Vidyasagar’s High School at Shyambazar, Calcutta. It was Mahendra who recorded in his diary the 

daily conversations that Sri Ramakrishna had over the next four years. It was with Mahendra and 

other house-holder devotees Sri Ramkrishna visited the houses of other devotees and many 

famous people who for one reason or another could not come to Dakshineswar. Through direct 

training of college-educated young men of Calcutta and the visits at various houses of devotees, 

Sri Ramakrishna started to spread his unique message on “God Realization.” Swami Vivekananda 

came to the US in 1893 to attend the Parliament of Religion and to spread the message of 

Hinduism. Sri Ramakrishna also visited many famous people of late nineteenth century. He wanted 

to taste the “pulse” of the city to tailor his teaching. He always maintained “a mother does not cook 

only one item with a fish rather she cooks the same fish in different ways to suit the taste of her 

different children.” 

Vidyasagar 

Now we come to the other person of conversation “Vidyasagar” whose full name was Pandit 

Iswarchndra Vidyasagar.2 He was born in a small village not far from Kamarpukur on September 

26, 1820. His father’s name was Thakurdas Bandopadhyay and his mother’s name was Bhagabati 

Devi. He was admitted to a primary school in Calcutta in the year 1828. He had to return home due 

to a serious illness. When he recovered, he was admitted to a Sanskrit College started by the East 

India Company. In that school he had the opportunity to learn both Sanskrit and English. The 

Sanskrit college granted him a certificate in 1841 noting that he was proficient in various branches 

of Sanskrit including Grammar, Literature, Rhetoric, Vedanta Philosophy, Nyaya Philosophy, 

Astronomy and Ritualistic Law.  

His first job appointment in 1841 was at Fort William College, which was set up by the East India 

Company, to teach Bengali to the English recruits. In 1845 he was appointed as the Assistant 

Secretary of Sanskrit College. He left that position because of a conflict with the Secretary. During 

this period of unemployment, he founded the Sanskrit Press and Press Depository, which provided 
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income to continue with his philanthropic activities. In 1850 he was reappointed as a Lecturer in 

Sanskrit literature. Within six months he was appointed as the Principal of the college. In 1854 

Vidyasagar was appointed as the Special Inspector of Schools for South Bengal. He started to set 

up model schools as standards for other future schools. At the same period, he went ahead to set 

up a total of 35 girls’ schools in those districts of South Bengal. During this period, he also 

experienced conflicts with British Authorities and ultimately he submitted his resignation in 1858.  

He started to write and publish both in Bengali and Sanskrit. Some of his famous compositions 

included “Sitar Banabas,” “Kumar Sambhavam,” “Meghdutam,” and the Abhijna Sakuntalam of 

Kalidas. Perhaps he was most famous for a small book with a purple cover, “Varna Parichaya,” first 

published in 1885. A must-have book for anybody going to an elementary school for the first time 

in life to learn the alphabet. It was still very popular in the early 1950’s.  

In the 1850s, he also started to fight for a woman’s right to remarry after becoming a widow. His 

efforts led to legislation by Government conceding the women the right in 1856. He also started to 

fight to stop polygamy. 

The next big fight Vidyasagar took on was to spread college education. In 1864 he took over the 

charge of a school under the name Calcutta Training School which he renamed as Hindu 

Metropolitan School. At that time, Calcutta was home to Hindu College, which was taken over by 

the government and renamed Presidency College, and the Scottish Church College, run by 

Reverend Alexander Duff. The cost of studying at Presidency College was high and the fear of 

being converted to Christianity at Duff’s college led Vidyasagar to request the government that his 

school be upgraded to a college. His request was granted in 1872. The school was authorized to 

teach students preparing for the First Arts Examination of the Calcutta University. 

Now the rest of the conversation: 

Sri Ramakrishna: “Your activities are inspired by sattva. Though work for the good of others 

belongs to rajas, yet these rajas has sattva for its basis and is not harmful. You are distributing 

food and learning. If these activities are done in a selfless spirit, they lead to God. Besides, you are 

already a Siddha.” 

Righteous activities with a divine inspiration are referred as sattvic while similar activities 

performed for name and fame are referred as rajasic. A detailed description is available in chapter 

17 of the Bhagavad Gita. 

Vidyasagar: “How is that sir?” 

Sri Ramakrishna (laughing): “When potatoes and other vegetables are well cooked, they become 

soft and tender. And you possess such a tender nature! You are so compassionate!” 

Vidyasagar (laughing): “But when the paste of kalai (a kind of lentil) pulse is boiled it becomes 

harder”” 

The word siddha has dual meaning. It means perfect or boiled.  

Sri Ramakrishna: “You do not belong to that class. Mere pundits are like diseased fruit that 

becomes hard and will not ripen at all. The book-learned are reputed to be wise, but they are 

attached to the world of ignorance. Compassion, love of God, and renunciation are the glories of 

true knowledge.”  

Sri Ramakrishna turned his conversation to a serious subject: “Knowledge of Brahman,” the nature 

of ultimate Consciousness of God. Brahman, according to him, is beyond vidya and avidya, 

knowledge and ignorance. It is beyond maya, the illusion and duality. It is not affected by anything. 
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He said that a man might read the ‘Bhagabata’ by the light of a lamp, and another man might forge 

a check by the same light, but the lamp is not affected.  

Sri Ramakrishna: “What Brahman is cannot be described. All things in the world-the Vedas, the 

Puranas, the Tantras, and the six system of philosophy have been defiled, like the food that has 

been touched by the tongue, for they have been read or uttered by the tongue. Only one thing has 

not been defiled in this way, and that is Brahman. No one has ever been able to say what 

Brahman is.” 

Vidyasagar:” Oh! That is a remarkable statement. I have learned something new today.” 

The conversation continued for a while on the nature of Brahman. He said that only in Samadhi 

does one attain the Knowledge of Brahman-one realizes Brahman. In that state the reasoning 

stops altogether and he cannot describe what it is. It is like a salt doll going to the ocean to 

measure its depth. 

Sri Ramakrishna: “The path of knowledge leads to Truth, as does the path that combines 

knowledge. The path of love also leads to this goal. The way of love is as true as the way of 

knowledge.” 

Sri Ramakrishna: “The Vijnani, a man of knowledge, sees that Brahman is immovable and 

actionless and is beyond all gunas. He also sees that what is Brahman is Bhagavan, the personal 

god but endowed with supernatural powers. Living beings, the universe, mind, intelligence, love, 

renunciation, knowledge - these are the manifestations of his power.”  

Vidyasagar: “Has he endowed some with more power and others with less?”  

Sri Ramakrishna: “As the All-pervading Spirit, He exists in all beings, even in the ant. But the 

manifestations of his power are different in different beings. And why do all people respect you? 

Have you grown a pair of horns? You have more compassion and learning. Therefore, people 

honor you and come to pay you their respect. Don’t you agree with me?” 

Vidyasagar smiled. 

Sri Ramakrishna stressed that the path of love is the best way to reach God. God cannot be 

reached as along as one has ego or strong ‘I-consciousness.’ He sang few songs of divine love 

and faith. Some of these songs were composed by another great devotee of God, Sri 

Ramaprasad, who was also a worshipper of Kali. He at this point talked about his personal view on 

Brahman.  

He said, “He who is Brahman is also Sakti. When thought of as inactive, He is called Brahman, and 

when thought of as the Creator, Preserver and Destroyer, He is called Primordial Energy, Kali. 

Brahman and Sakti are identical like fire and its burning power.”  

As if to encourage Vidyasagar in his work Sri Ramakrishna continued on about love and 

compassion. 

Sri Ramakrishna: “Through selfless work, love of god grows in the heart. Then, through His grace, 

one realizes Him in course of time, God can be seen. One can talk to him as I am talking to you.”  

Before leaving, Sri Ramakrishna asked Vidyasagar to visit the temple garden. 

Vidyasagar: “Of, course, I shall go. You have so kindly come here to see me, and shall I not return 

the visit?” 

Sri Ramakrishna: “Visit me? Oh, never think of such a thing!” 

Vidyasagar:” Why, sir? Why do you say that? May I ask you to explain?” 

Sri Ramakrishna (smiling): “You see; we are like small fishing boats. We can play in small canals 

and shallow waters and big rivers. But you are a ship.  You may run aground on the way!” 
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After a pause, he said with a laugh, “But even a ship can go there at this season.” 

Vidyasagar (smiling):” Yes, this is the monsoon season.”  

Sri Ramakrishna then took leave of Vidyasagar, who with friends escorted Sri Ramakrishna to the 

main gate, leading the way with a lighted candle in his hand. Before leaving the room Sri 

Ramkrishna, in an ecstatic mood, prayed for the family’s welfare. 

Sri Ramakrishna’s words came from his direct realization of God. It was unique in many ways. He 

was perhaps the only prophet of the modern age whose words were recorded by someone who 

was always with him. He spoke not only to his disciples but also to elite social leaders of the time, 

always in his sweet charming way with common day-to-day examples.  

Sources for this article are: 

 1. “The Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna” – Swami Nikhilananda,  

Published by Sri Ramakrishna Math, Mylapore, Madras.  

2. “Iswarchandra Vidyasagar”- Hiranmay Banerjee, Published by the Sahitya Academi, at the 

Calcutta Press, 1968. 

 

দগূ মা মানয়র ভাো  

  সুধীর োথ  
 

এে বসৌভাগয শ্বদন  মা বমানদর এই দুশ্বেয়ানে েসশ্বে শ্বদনয় । 

আকাশভরা অেয শেনকাঠি গ্রিেক্ষনের এই সুনযাগ ো েনুি ।। 

সূয মনদেো আন া শ্বদনয় আমানদর েীেে ধারে পশ্বরিাশ্ব ে কনর । 

অেয সে গ্রিউপগ্রি বসৌরেগনের সমো রক্ষা কনর বমানদর েীেনের েনর ।। 
 

আিার কনর বোঁনি থাশ্বক োর েনেয বমানদর বক শ্বদনয়নো িাে পা আর শসয । 

বোমার সৃঠির মনধয বোমার ভাো েুঝার েেয শ্বদনয়নো িকু্ষ - কাে আর মজিস্ক ।। 

অেশ্বকেু শ্বদনয়নো বমানদর োর েে মো অসীম শ্বকন্তু অল্প সমনয়র েনেয  । 

োই আমানদর মনধয বোমার উনেশয আর শ্বকেু েনি শুধুমাে বোমানক ভান াোসার কারনে ।। 
 

রানের আকাশভরা োরা শ্বদনের বে ায় পৃশ্বথেীর ে স্থন র মােশ্বিনে । 

অিংশ্বকে আনে বোমার েে মো ভাো শ্বেনদমশ উন্মর্ত্ত পাোর এই পুিনক ।। 

োইনো েুশ্বম মা পাে মেী উমা রাজে  আকাশগশ্বমেী সাগর শ্বগশ্বর েগর রশ্বক্ষকা । 

অেন্ত শ্বেেয বোৎস্না সন্ধ্যা সধাঘাঠি ভোেী ভেপ্রীে মা দগূ মা ।। 
 

চেশ্বদক শনে ডাশ্বক "যা বদেী সে মভুনেেু শজক্তরূনপে সিংশ্বস্থো েমিস্সয  েমিস্সয েমিস্সয েমুঃ েমুঃ" । 

োর উর্ত্তনর স্পি কনর বোমার সিংোদ শুেনে পাই বমানদর একান্ত মনে ও কানে ঘে ঘে ।।  

ভক্তোধশ য েুশ্বম মা েরদা পাপিশ্বরেী শ্বেদযা মশ্বে ক্ষমা ও দয়া । 

সে মকাে  শ্বসজি  প্রদাশ্বয়কা  আয়ু ও আনরাগযদাো েযাশ্বধোশ্বশেী সারেয সিংগ্রাম রশ্বক্ষকা ।। 
 

েুশ্বম মা শ্বেেয়া ব্রম্ভিাশ্বরেী কৃষ্ণেশ্বেসমা শ্বশেশজক্ত পূেযো িশ্বর । 

এইসে শে শ্রেে কশ্বর জেভুেে ঈিরী দগূ মা মার বকান  েনস শ্বদো শ্বেশ্বশ ।। 

বমািোশ্বশেী পাপধাশ্বরেী েীেশ্বপ্রয়া  মে া মা ক্ষমা কনরা বমানদর অজ্ঞো । 

ের দাও বোমার ভক্তগেনক  ভান াোসনে এেিং সোই প্রসিয িনয় শুেনে বোমার োেমা ।। 
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যমদ কা গজ হলখ নাি 

স্মরন্ডজৎ মিত্র 

Contemporary Bengali songs have a history of evolution from, and perhaps overshadowed by, the 

legendary “Panchakabis” - Rabindranath, Nazrul, Dwijendralal, Atulprasad, and Rajanikanta. Rabindranath, 

arguably brought modernity into the genre and deep emotive lyrics, but the almost indefinable stylistic 

quality of rendering his songs created a distinct class for them. Nazrul incorporated a variety of musical 

traditions into Bangla songs and showed what was possible, how broad the horizons could be; Dwijendralal 

contributed a great flourish to the lyrics adding nationalistic and parodic elements.  Atulprasad and 

Rajanikanta were perhaps the most prolific in their time in writing and composing devotional Bengali songs 

after Ramprasad Sen of the 18th century. A unique characteristic of the Panchakabis is that they were all 

both lyricists and composers of all their songs, with some exceptions for Nazrul. Though the glory days of 

Bengali music reigned through this period, younger lyricists and composers were only waiting in the wings, 

so to speak, to make a breakthrough on their own once their horizon was visible through these five massive 

and impenetrable figures in Bengali music. As these new talents emerged from the shade, another ‘Golden 

Era’ of ‘োিং া গাে’ was created, rightfully called “স্বে ম যুনগর গাে”. 

In this Golden Era, encompassing almost the three decades of 1950 to the 

end of 1970’s, few lyricists appeared with as much talent as 

Gouriprasanna Majumdar. Together with Pulak Bandopadhyay, he 

dominated the poetic scene with lyrics especially composed for the 

musical world. To match these great lyricists, a host of composers with 

great depth of knowledge of Indian classical music and a good 

appreciation of western musical traditions were also ready to put those 

lyrics to work; in some cases, the music came first and the lyrics were 

written afterwards. A memorable name from that era was Dr. Nachiketa 

Ghosh. Putting his enormous talent to work he not only impacted োিং া 

গাে and Bengali Film music, but his services were so sought after by the 

Mumbai movie industry (long before it was called Bollywood) that he spent 

several years of his life living and   

working in Mumbai. Gouriprasanna, a year older, was a close personal friend of Nachiketa from youth. 

Together they created some of the most memorable songs of the Golden Era and in these pages I will 

discuss this significant collaboration in their early formative years of 1950’s. 

I would be remiss not to mention the absolutely dazzling array of singers that also appeared in the Bengal 

scene during this period, who brought to life the creativity of that collaboration and immortalized each song. 

Among them notably were Hemanta Mukhopadhyay, Manna De, Geeta Dutta, Sandhya Mukhopadhyay and 

Dwijen Mukhopadhyay. 

Gouriprasanna was the son of a Presidency College professor, Girijaprasanna Majumdar. He was born in 

Eden Hindu Hostel where his father also served as the superintendent. Gouriprasanna attended Presidency 

College and was already contributing poems and lyrics for publication when he met the already famous 

Sachin Dev Burman. Sachin Dev gave him his first chance to get a song recorded when “োঁধু বগা এই মধুমাস 

েুজঝ শ্বেে  ি ” was set to music and sung by Burman. Majumdar got his M.A. in English in 1951 and 

launched wholeheartedly into song writing. 
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Dr. Nachiketa Ghosh 

Nachiketa grew up in a musical family listening to the famous 

artists of that time that frequented their home and so music was in 

his bones. He made his first attempt at music direction for a film 

while still in college – the film did not get released. Nachiketa did 

get his medical degree as was the tradition in his family; his father, 

Dr. Sanat Kumar Ghosh was a student of and later the personal 

physician of Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy. At the age of 28, a 

successful debut happened in the film “বেৌশ্বদর বোে” followed by 

another success with “েয়নদে”, the year after. Using lyrics of 

Gouriprasanna and Shyamal Gupta, Nachiketa was established in 

Bengali cinema as a premier music director. The pair of Uttam 

Kumar and Suchitra Sen were ruling the Tollygunge studios at that 

time and every new film they were in was a super-hit. Nachiketa  

found the young Hemanta Mukhopadhyay and Sandhya Mukhopadhyay as perfect fits for singing the 

songs for these two actors and Gouriprasanna, his friend of many years, was ready to scribe these 

songs. As it turned out, Sandhya and Hemanta practically became the voice of Suchitra and Uttam in 

their film music. Hemanta was already an established artist in Bengal and also had had his first 

introduction with the Mumbai film world when he traveled there with the film director Hemen Gupta. 

Sandhya was in her early twenties then and was already making a mark in the Bengali music scene. In 

those days, in addition to film songs, there was a waiting market, especially before Durga Puja, for new 

discs to be released by the established singers. Listeners waited eagerly all year for the Puja releases 

and the songs would soon be on everyone’s lips. In the decade of the 50’s, no less than nineteen 

Bengali movies, perhaps more, were released with the Gouri-Nachi collaboration. The songs included 

such Hemanta classics as “কাাঁনন্দা বকনে মে বর “ (অসমাপ্ত, 1956), “বমৌ েনে আে বমৌ েনমনে “ and “মা েী 

ভ্রমনর কনর ওই কাোকাশ্বে” (েনু্ধ্, 1958), “ভাঙনর ভাঙনর ভাঙ”, “েীড বোি ক্ষশ্বে বেই” (ইন্দ্রােী, 1958, with Geeta 

Dutta), “যশ্বদ ভানো এনো বখ া েয়” (িাওয়া পাওয়া, 1959) and Sandhya classics as “েুশ্বম বয আমার প্রথম রানের” 

(ভান াোসা, 1955), “মাঠিনে িন্দ্রমশ্বল্লকা”,  “পাশ্বখর কূেে শুনে” , “ধূপ শ্বিরশ্বদে” and “জঝশ্বর জঝশ্বর শ্বপয়ান র” (জেযামা, 

1956).  

Director Ratan Chatterjee’s “অসমাপ্ত” was a unique film, gathering no less than five of the best composers 

of the time: Anupam Ghatak, Bhupen Hazarika, Durga Sen, Anil Bagchi and Nachiketa Ghosh and an 

equally star-studded cast of singers in Hemanta, Shyamal, Sandhya, Lata, Alpana and Pratima. It was not 

an easy task for the Gouri-Nachi team to stand out in this crowd, but they did. “বকনে” had the folkish quality 

of a Bhatiyali that we had come to associate, then and later, with Sachin Dev’s compositions (note “দরূ বকাে 

পরোনস”, another Gouriprasanna lyric). In “েনু্ধ্”, the structural arrangement of “বমৌ েনে আে” was non-

traditional, especially in a post-Tagore period - the lack of a “সে্িাশ্বর” and the last line adding an asymmetry 

that seemed to feel natural were poetic gifts. In Niren Lahiri’s “ইন্দ্রােী” (1958), with Uttam and Suchitra, it 

would have been easy to use the old formula of Hemanta and Sandhya, but Nachiketa reached for Geeta 

Dutta instead and she made her few lines memorable in “েীড বোি ক্ষশ্বে বেই”. 

The Jatrik directed film of 1959, “িাওয়া পাওয়া”, has been a favorite of Bengali audiences. Hemanta 

Mukhopadhyay rendered the dramatic first lines of “যশ্বদ ভাে এ বো বখ া েয়” and it took a lot of risk-taking on 

the part of the music director (Nachiketa) to insert such a short and slow-tempo song in the movie. But the 
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scene and script (by the famous novelist Nripendra Krishna Chattopadhyay) demanded it, and Gouri-Nachi 

team took that risk. As always, Uttam and Suchitra made the three minutes’ tick away as the audience 

remained happy looking at them and being lulled by the song. Such was the appreciation of these actors in 

their time. 

By the time Sandhya Mukhopadhyay got engaged with the renowned collaborative team, she had already 

play-backed in Mumbai with Rai Chand Baral and Robin Chattopadhyay and had fabulous successes with 

Gouriprasanna songs like “বক েুশ্বম আমানর ডানকা” (Anupam Ghatak, music) and “ঘুম ঘুম িা াঁদ” (Shyamal 

Mitra, music). Robin-babu had a recognized impact in bringing her to audiences so widely. Gouri and 

Nachiketa did not bring her on in recordings for the 1954 movie “েয়নদে”, nor in “শ্বেশ্বশি ে ” the following 

year but she created great excitement in their other 1955 movies, “ঝনডর পনর”, and “ভান াোসা” and in 

singing the duet “মাধেীর কুনঞ্জ” in “অধ মাশ্বেেী” with Dhananjay Bhattacharya. Sandhya’s “প্রোপশ্বে মে আমার” 

and “েুশ্বম যশ্বদ ডাকনে পার”, written and composed by this duo, helped put her in the pantheon of modern 

Bengali singers. 

Not only Hemanta and Sandhya; this period of their collaboration brought forward stellar performances by 

other recording stars in Bangla songs: Shyamal Mitra, Dwijen Mukhopadhyay, Pratima Bandopadhyay, 

Alpana Bandopadhyay, Ila Basu (nee’ Chakraborty), not to mention the great Lata Mangeshkar.  A twenty-

seven-year-old Manabendra Mukhopadhyay sang the Bhatiyali, “ও বর মে মাজঝ বোর চেো বে বর” and 

Dhanajay Bhattacharya sang “আশ্বম আঙু  কাঠিয়া” for the film “েেেন্ম “(1956).  Manabendra had several 

albums out already and some music direction experience with the film “িা াঁপাডাোর বেৌ” (1954), starring 

Uttam Kumar. Dhanajay, on the other hand, was a very established artist by this time and the film “েেেন্ম” 

was only a minor accomplishment for him that year as he was recording 23 of the 24 songs in the film 

“সাধক রামপ্রসাদ” by director Banshi Ash in 1956. (The Gouri-Nachi-Manna Dey triumvirate is not discussed 

here as it really started in earnest in the 1970’s,). Perhaps remembered with great fondness for songs of 

this decade, brought together by the Gouri-Nachi team, was the immortal Geeta Dutta. The songs “ওনগা 

সনু্দর োনো োশ্বক”, “ঝেক্ ঝেক্ কা াঁকে”, “দনূরর েুশ্বম আে” in the film “ইন্দ্রােী” (1958) are a few of her gems 

that are still sung by artists today, though they never seem to catch the life she breathed into them. The 

team also created history in this time: the first use of a Hindi song in a Bengali film by none other than Md. 

Rafi (“সেশ্বি কুে্  ুিাকর” in “ইন্দ্রােী”) and the first recorded Manna Dey song of their creation (“বকাথা েুশ্বম 

আে বকাথা মিারাে” in “িশ্বরশ্চন্দ্র”, 1957). Mr. Dey would come to sing scores of their songs in the decades 

that followed.  

In the early sixties, Nachiketa moved to Mumbai. Highly successful there, he did return to Kolkata after 

several years. In his years in Mumbai, the collaboration with Gouriprasanna did not entirely stop as both of 

them had, by this time, become very well known throughout India and they moved about when the calls 

came. The collaboration lasted for decades bringing to modern Bengali songs a treasure of lyrics and 

melodies. But these early partnerships discussed above laid the path to this gold mine and music lovers 

throughout Bengal and India waited every year for a new gift of their musical genius. 
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অদৃশয আয়না 

সুরন্ডজৎ সাহা 

“শ্বক অশ্বরন্দম, এোর পুনোয় ভ াশ্বিয়ার িনে োশ্বক?” 

প্রিাে িা কনরশ্বেন ে আমানদর 'প্রোসীনদর পূনো' র েেুে বপ্রশ্বসনডি অশ্বময়দা। প্রশ্বেোরই পুনোয় আশ্বস। 

সোর সনে বদখা, আড্ডা, বদদার খাওয়া দাওয়া, চি িুনল্লাড় সেই িয়। শ্বকন্তু পুনোর েযেস্থাপো র বথনক প্রশ্বে 

েের একিু দনূরই বথনকশ্বে। শ্বক মনে িন া এোর - িযা াঁ েন ই শ্বদ াম। 

'ঠেক আনে, শুধুই ভ াশ্বিয়ার শ্বকন্তু| কশ্বমঠি বমম্বার িওয়ার গুরু দাশ্বয়ত্ব শ্বকন্তু শ্বেনে পারনো ো।' 

বদখনে বদখনে এনস বগ  পুনোর শ্বদে। শ্বেনদনশ পূনো মানে বো উইনকনে পুনো। শ্বমশ্বেয়ানপাশ্ব স এ 

পুনোর বোধে শুক্রোর সন্ধ্যানে ানেই িনয় যায়। শুক্রোর অশ্বেনস িাে বড েুঠি শ্বেনয় শ্বেনক   িার িা 

োগাদ বপৌৌঁনে বগ াম ‘িাই যাে সু্কন ’ বেৌ আর বমনয় বক শ্বেনয়। েখে শুধু কশ্বমঠি বমম্বাররাই উপশ্বস্থে। 

প্রশ্বেমা এনস বগনে। উৎসে এর আেনন্দ মনের মনধয ঢাক োেনে শুরু কনরনে। 

অশ্বময় দা বমে এন্ট্রােস্ এর কানে শ্বেন ে। কুশ  শ্বেশ্বেময় িন া। 

‘ফ্রি বডস্ক এ যানদর েসার কথা শ্বে  োনদর আসনে বদশ্বর িনে। অশ্বরন্দম – েুশ্বম বো অনেক শ্বদে আনো – 

সোই বকই বমািামুঠি বিনো – েুশ্বম েনস যাও’। েনস বগ াম। উশ্বে েুজঝনয় শ্বদন ে শ্বক শ্বক করনে িনে, সনে 

আনরা দুেে আমানক বিল্প করার েেয। 

এনক এনক ব াকেে আসনে শুরু কনরনে। অনেনকর সনেই আ াপ আনে। প্রী বপইড শ্ব স্ট এ োম শ্বমশ্ব নয় 

োনদর িানে শ্বেে শ্বদনের েুড কুপে এর খাম েুন  বদয়া। েেুে মুখ ও প্রিুর আসনে। েুঝনে পার াম – এোর 

প্রিুর ব াক িনে অথ মাৎ সম্পূে ম েমেমাি িনে শ্বমশ্বেয়ানপাশ্ব স এ োঙা ীর বশ্রষ্ঠ উৎসে। 

‘বরজেনেশে িা বকাথায় িনচ্ছ?’ - কানের মনধযই িোৎ এক মশ্বি ার গ ার স্বর কানে এন া। োম বম ানে 

েযি েখে োই আর আম  শ্বদ াম ো। শ্বকন্তু গ ার স্বর িা খুে বিো বিো  াগন া। প্রথম শ্বদনের সািংসৃ্কশ্বেক 

অেুষ্ঠাে ও শুরু িনয় বগনে। সোরই ি  এ বঢাকোর োড়া। আশ্বমও ভােশ্বে াম এোর একিা বব্রক িাই।  াইে 

এ আড় বিানখ বদনখ শ্বে াম, আনরা পা াঁি বথনক সাে েে মেে। ভাে াম এনদর িনয় বগন ই অেয কাওনক 

বক েশ্বসনয় একিু ি  এ ঘুনর আশ্বস। পর পর প্রায় সোই বক বিক ইে করানো বশে। আর একেে োশ্বক| 

‘োম িা?’ – শ্ব স্ট এ আনগর েনের িা মাকম করনে করনে বিাখ শ্বেিু কনরই জেজ্ঞাসা কর াম। 

‘অশ্বদশ্বে… অশ্বদশ্বে েসু’ – োম আর গ ার স্বর িা শুনে শ্বক রকম বযে িমনক উে াম। বিাখ েুন  োশ্বকনয় 

শ্বেনের বিাখ বক শ্বেিাস করনে পারশ্বে াম ো। 

‘অশ্বরন্দম, েুশ্বম এখানে?’ – একই রকম শ্বেস্ময় অশ্বদশ্বে র বিানখ মুনখও। 

‘বকমে আনো, অনেক বিঞ্জ িনয় বগনো বদখনে’ – েুঝনে পারশ্বে াম ো শ্বক ে নো ো ে া উশ্বিে। 

‘ভান া, েুশ্বম বকমে আনো?’ – অশ্বদশ্বে ও মনে িন া ভাো িাশ্বরনয় বেন নে। 

মনে িন া ওর োড়া আনে। োশ্বক আমানক এড়ানোর েেয োড়া বদখানচ্ছ। বিক ইে এর েম মাশ্ব ঠি গুন া 

োড়াোশ্বড় বসনর বে  াম। অশ্বদশ্বে র সনে একঠি এগানরা েেনরর োচ্চা ও বরজেস্টাডম শ্বে  ওর েযাশ্বমশ্ব  

বমম্বার শ্বিনসনে| খাম িা েুন  শ্বদ াম ওর িানে। 

অশ্বদশ্বে খাম েন্ধ্ কুপে গুন া শ্বেনয় ি  এর শ্বদনক িন  বগ । সনে অেয কাওনক বদখ াম ো। 

োি, এোর বব্রক  িা শ্বেনেই িনে। মাথা িা মনে িনচ্ছ কাে করনে ো। মে িাও বয েেমমাে সময় বথনক 

শ্বপশ্বেনয় যানচ্ছ অনেক অনেক েের। 
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েখে ইজিশ্বেয়শ্বরিং কন ে এর  বসনকে ইয়ার। ক কাোয় েেুে েযাশে িন া িানে বস  বোে। েনে খুে 

কম ব ানকর কানেই থাকনো েখে বস  বোে। আউিনগাশ্বয়িং আর ইেকাশ্বমিং দুনিা বেই িােম  াগে। 

ইন কট্রশ্বেকস গযানেি এর প্রশ্বে আমার ভান াোসা িা বোিনে া বথনকই। শ্বকেু ঠিউশে ক্লাসও শ্বেোম 

েখে। অল্প শ্বকেু িাকা েশ্বমনয় আমার িানেও েখে এনস বগনে বস  বোে। 

বস  বোে িা বয কে কানে  ানগ বসিা বোঝা বযে বকাথাও আিনক পড়ন । আর এই বোেিার েেযই 

আ াপ িনয়শ্বে  অশ্বদশ্বের সনেও। 

কন ে বথনক বেরার পথ এ একশ্বদে েুমু  ঝড়-েৃঠি। ে  েনম বগনে যথারীশ্বে, োস েন্ধ্ অনেক রুনিই। 

বমনট্রাই  ভরসা। রেীন্দ্র সদে বস্টশে এ বঢাকোর আনগ োই োশ্বড়নে একিা বোে কনর োশ্বেনয় শ্বদ াম োশ্বড় 

শ্বেরনে বদশ্বর িন  শ্বিন্তা ো করনে। 

ি মাে শ্বসাঁশ্বড়র শ্বদনক পা োশ্বড়নয়শ্বে। 

‘এক্সশ্বকউে শ্বম? একিা বিল্প করনে পারনেে?’ – একিা অনিো োরী কন্ঠ শুনে বসশ্বদনক োশ্বকনয়শ্বে াম। 

েুঝ াম আমানকই ডাকনে বমনয়ঠি। 

‘আমানদর োশ্বড় শযামোোর এ। কন ে বথনক বেরার পনথ বদখশ্বে সে োস েন্ধ্। বমনট্রা ও েন্ধ্ িনয় বগনে। 

শ্বপশ্বসও েুথ গুন া ও সে েন্ধ্। োশ্বড়নে একিা বোে করনে িনে, মা শ্বিন্তা করনে| প্লীে, যশ্বদ শ্বকেু মনে ো 

কনরে’ - বমািামুঠি এই িুকুই মনে আনে| 

‘িযা াঁ, িযা াঁ ঠেক আনে। শ্বকন্তু প্লীে এক শ্বমশ্বেি এর বেশ্বশ েয়’ – আশ্বমও বো েখে স্িুনডি মাে। অনিো 

কাওনক বিল্প করনে শ্বগনয় বেশ্বশ িাকার িক্ িাইম িারানে িাই ো। 

বোে অেশয শ্বেশ্বরশ বসনকে এর মনধযই বেনড় শ্বদনয়শ্বে । বমনট্রা ও েুঝ াম েন্ধ্। িা ু িনে আনরা ঘিা 

খানেক পনর। েুনঝ বগ াম – পরেেী শ্বকেুক্ষে এই বমনয়ঠির সানথ গল্প কনর কাঠিনয় বদওয়াই ভান া। বোর 

কম িনো। আর েকেক করনে আমার বকানো ক্লাশ্বন্ত আনস ো। 

ঠিশ্বকি কাউিার এর শ্বদনক বযনে বযনেই এনক অনেযর োম বেনে শ্বেনয়শ্বে াম। পরেেী এক ঘিা অনেক 

ধরনের গল্প। প্রথম শ্বদনের আ ানপই েুনঝশ্বে াম বয শুধু  োনমর আদযক্ষর েয় – আনরা অনেক শ্বকেুনেই 

শ্বম  আনে আমানদর। অশ্বদশ্বের োশ্বড়র বোে েম্বর বো আমার ক   গ এ শ্বে ই। আমার বস  েম্বর আর 

োশ্বড়র েম্বর দুনিাই শ্ব নখ শ্বদনয়শ্বে াম অশ্বদশ্বে বক বসশ্বদে। 

প্রথম কনয়ক শ্বদে বোে এ গল্প। োরপর মানঝ মানঝ বদখা করা। েনু্ধ্ত্ব গভীর িন া এেিং প্রনপাসা  আর 

একনসপিান্স এও বেশ্বশ সময়  াগন া ো। দুেনেই বযে এনক অনেযর েেয অনপক্ষা করশ্বে াম। েয়স িাও 

দারুে মযাশ্বিিং। আমার বথনক 2 েেনরর বোি অশ্বদশ্বে। বপ্রম েখে পুনরা েনম ক্ষীর। 

শ্বকন্তু যুগ যুগ সাক্ষী – বপ্রম বকােশ্বদেই পূে মোর প্রশ্বেশ্রুশ্বে শ্বেনয় আনস ো। আমানদর বপ্রম ও বযে বসই কথািা 

বোঝানেই আমানদর েীেনে এনসশ্বে । 

ইজঞ্জশ্বেয়াশ্বরিংএ িেুথ ম েে ম ি নে েখে। একিা কযাম্পাস বপ্লসনমি এ িাকশ্বর ও বপনয় বগশ্বে। মনে আেন্দ 

েখে োধেিারা। 

িোৎই এন া বসই খারাপ খেরিা। অশ্বদশ্বের মা এর িাশ্বম মো  কযান্সার ধরা পড় । খুে বেশ্বশ িন  আর এক 

েের ওোর  বোঁনি থাকার সম্ভােো। 

অশ্বদশ্বের মা এর ইনচ্ছ ওই এক েেনরর মনধয অশ্বদশ্বের শ্বেনয় বিাক। অেয শ্বদনক আশ্বম েখে ও কন ে এ 

পশ্বড়। শ্বেনয় করা বকানো অেস্থানেই সম্ভে েয়। োও শুধু অশ্বদশ্বের কথা বভনে শ্বেনের পশ্বরোর বক রাজে 

করা াম| শ্বকন্তু োদ সাধন া ওর পশ্বরোর। 
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অশ্বদশ্বের োশ্বড় বথনক একেে কন ে স্িুনডি বক োমাই শ্বিনসনে মােনে প্রে  আপশ্বর্ত্ত। অশ্বদশ্বেও একিা 

দুই েেনরর সম্পনকমর বথনক োর রনক্তর সম্পকম বক বেশ্বশ গুরুত্ব শ্বদ । 

শ্বেনেই একশ্বদে বোে কনর োোন া বয ওর শ্বেনয় ঠেক িনয় বগনে। পাে ক কাোরই। ওর োোর েনু্ধ্র দরূ 

সম্পনকমর আত্মীয়। ে ন া ওনক ভুন  বযনে। অেশয আমার কানে বসিাই েখে ‘ওেশ্ব  অপশে’। 

কেক্ষে বকনি বগনে োশ্বে ো। িুাঁশ শ্বের  আইনোে িা িোৎ বেনে উেনে। োিনে শ্বেনর এ াম। আমার স্ত্রী 

অন্তরার বোে। বমনয়র োনির অেুষ্ঠাে শুরু িনে। প্লযাে শ্বে  দুেনে এক সনে েনস বদখনো। োড়াোশ্বড় েুনি 

বগ াম ি  এর শ্বদনক। 

পুনোর িাোর েযিোর মনধয বকনি বগ  শুক্র আর শশ্বে োর। অশ্বদশ্বে বক মানঝ মনধযই দরূ বথনক 

বদখশ্বে াম। শ্বকন্তু পশ্বরস্কার েুঝশ্বে াম ও আমানক এশ্বড়নয় যানচ্ছ। বিাখ সশ্বরনয় শ্বেনচ্ছ। েন  বকানো কথাই 

ে নে পার াম ো। 

শ্বেনদনশ পুনোনে রশ্বেোর িয় শ্বিরািশ্বরে শ্বসাঁদুর বখ া। এোর শ্বমশ্বেয়ানপাশ্ব স এর পুনোর শ্বেনশে আকে মে 

‘েশ্ব উড োইি’ - িনে রশ্বেোর শ্বেনক নে া। োই শ্বসাঁদুর বখ ার সময় বোঁনধ বদওয়া িনয়নে – শ্বেনক  পা াঁিিা 

অেশ্বধ িনে শ্বসাঁদুর বখ া। ইজেয়া বথনক আসা শ্বশল্পীরা অেুষ্ঠাে শুরু করনে োর পনর। 

শ্বসাঁদুর বখ া ি নে েখে পুনরা দনম। ভেমশ্বি ারা এনক অেযনক  া  কনর শ্বদনচ্ছ। 

িোৎই বিাখ পড়  অশ্বদশ্বের শ্বদনক। এক বকানে দা াঁশ্বড়নয় এক শ্বেনদশী অশ্বেশ্বথর সানথ কথা ে নে। একিু 

খিকা  াগন া। শ্বেনেনক আর আিনক রাখনে পার াম ো। কানে শ্বগনয় বসই প্রথম শ্বদে ও বয ভানে কথা 

েন শ্বে  অনেকিা বসই ভানেই বযে জেনজ্ঞস কর াম। 

‘এক্সশ্বকউে শ্বম? একিা কথা জেনজ্ঞস করনে পাশ্বর?’ - একিা কথা জেনজ্ঞস করনো েন  অনেক কথাই 

জেনজ্ঞস কনর বে  াম। আর যা োেনে পার াম বসিা খুেই ট্রযাজেক। 

অশ্বদশ্বের শ্বেনয়র শ্বকেুশ্বদে পনরই ওর মা মারা যাে। শ্বেনয়র এক েেনরর মাথায় ওর বেন  িয় আর োরও েের 

খানেক পর ওর স্বামী একিা দুঘ মিোয় মারা যায়। বেইশ েের েনয়স বথনক এক েেনরর বেন  বক শ্বেনয় েখে 

বথনকই অশ্বদশ্বের শ্বসে  মাদার এর েীেে সিংগ্রাম। োশ্বড়র সোই িাইন ও ও আর শ্বেনয় কনরশ্বে। শ্বেনের 

বিিায় আইঠি শ্বেনয় পড়নে ভশ্বেম িয় আর পাস কনর একিা আইঠি বকাম্পাশ্বে বে িাকশ্বর পায়। দুই েের যােৎ 

মাশ্বকমে  যুক্তরানে িন  এনসনে আর এই েেরই একিা েেুে িাকশ্বর শ্বেনয়  শ্বমশ্বেয়ানপাশ্ব স এ। এখে শ্বসে  

মাদার শ্বিনসনে এখানেই বসি  করার ইনচ্ছ। 

‘বেৌ এর সানথ আ াপ করানে ো?’ – আমার শ্বদক বথনক সে বশাোর পর অশ্বদশ্বের প্রথম কথা। 

‘অেশযই’ – অন্তরা আর বমনয়ও েখে আমানদর শ্বদনকই আসশ্বে । 

আ াপ কশ্বরনয় শ্বদ াম অন্তরার সনে অশ্বদশ্বের। ক কাোর আমার পুনরানো েনু্ধ্ েন । এই সম্পনকমর কথা 

আশ্বম বকােশ্বদেই অন্তরা বক েশ্ব শ্বে আর আেনকর আমার শ্বেোশ্বিে েীেে বক েযশ্বেেযি করার বকানো 

ইনচ্ছও শ্বে  ো। 

‘েশ্ব উড োইি শুরু িনে িন নে। আশ্বম বোমার শ্বসি রাখশ্বে। বদশ্বর বকানরা ো’ – ে নে ে নে অন্তরা বমনয় 

বক শ্বেনয় এশ্বগনয় বগ  ি  এর শ্বদনক। 

‘বোমার বেন  বকাথায়? বদখ াম োনো’। 

‘ওই বো েনু্ধ্নদর সানথ ওই শ্বদনক েনস। ডাকশ্বে’ – খাশ্বেক অশ্বেচ্ছার সনেই বযে ে ন া অশ্বদশ্বে। 
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বেন নক ডাকন া অশ্বদশ্বে। ওর বেন  বক বদনখ খুেই বিো  াগন া। ভু  ভােশ্বে বভনে আোর ভান া কনর 

বদখ াম। িোৎই বযে শ্বেদুযৎ বখন  বগ  সারা শরীনর। অনেকিা এই রকম বদখনে একিা বেন  বক আশ্বম 

বদনখশ্বে অনেক শ্বদে আনগ। আয়োর সামনে দা াঁশ্বড়নয় বোিনে ায়। অশ্বদশ্বের বেন  বযে আমারই বোি 

েনয়নসর প্রশ্বেশ্বেম্ব। এক অদৃশয আয়োর সামনে বযে আশ্বম দা াঁশ্বড়নয় আশ্বে। 

আশ্বম শ্বক ভু  ভােশ্বে? োকা াম অশ্বদশ্বের শ্বদনক। ও শ্বক েুঝনে পারন া আশ্বম শ্বক ভােশ্বে? আোর বিাখ সশ্বরনয় 

শ্বেন া। বিানখর বকাে দুনিা শ্বিক শ্বিক করনে।  

দুেনেই একদম িুপ কনর দা াঁশ্বড়নয় বেশ শ্বকেুক্ষে। েশ্ব উড োইি শুরু িনয় বগনে। ি  বথনক গাে বভনস 

আসনে – ‘ঠিপ্ ঠিপ্ েে মা পাশ্বে - পাশ্বে বে আগ  াগাশ্বয়’। 

বসশ্বদে ও বযে একই রকম আগুে ব নগশ্বে  এক ঝড় েৃঠির রানে। শ্বেনয়র শ্বদে পনেনরা আনগ িোৎই 

একশ্বদে বোে কনর আমার সানথ বদখা করনে বিনয়শ্বে  অশ্বদশ্বে। বশে োনরর মেে বদখা িনে বভনে আশ্বমও 

ো ে নে পাশ্বরশ্বে। দু শ্বদে পনরই োেোম োো আর মা একিা শ্বেনয় োশ্বড় যানে সারা শ্বদে এর েেয। 

বসনমস্টার এর পড়া আনে েন  আশ্বম আর যাইশ্বে। বসশ্বদে এনসশ্বে  অশ্বদশ্বে আমানদর ক কাোর োশ্বড়নে – 

প্রথম ও বশে োনরর েেয। 

অনেক কািাকাঠির পনর যখে দুেনে দুেেনক বশে োনরর মেে েশ্বড়নয় ধরশ্বে েখে বকউ আর শ্বেনের 

উপর কাে ুরাখনে পাশ্বরশ্বে। োইনর েখে প্রিণ্ড ঝড় েৃঠি - বসই প্রথম আ াপ িওয়ার শ্বদনের মেে - োর 

মনধযই এক িনয় শ্বগনয়শ্বে  দুনিা শরীর আর মে।   

ো, এই ঘিোর কথা আশ্বম বকানো শ্বদে কাওনক েশ্ব শ্বে। েুঝ াম অশ্বদশ্বেও কাওনক েন শ্বে। সে প্রনের েোে 

বপনয় বগ াম। 

আোর বেনে উেন া আইনোে িা। অন্তরার বোে - শ্বসি রাখা বয প্রনেম িনয় যানচ্ছ বসিা োোনে। 

‘িন া এোর ি  এ যাওয়া যাক, অেুষ্ঠাে শুরু িনয় বগনে' - এই েন  অশ্বদশ্বে ওর বেন  বক শ্বেনয় ি  এর 

শ্বদনক িা াঁিা শুরু করন া। একিু দরূত্ব বরনখ আশ্বমও িা াঁিা শ্বদ াম। ি  এর শ্বভেনর অন্তরা আর বমনয় অনপক্ষা 

করনে। 

োইনর শ্বক ঝড় েৃঠি শুরু িন া? োশ্বক শ্বেনের মনের মনধয? শ্বক করনো এখে ভােনে ভােনে ি  এর মনধয 

ঢুনক বগ াম। 
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Taking a Moment to Remember Ruma Roy 

 

Sannikat cover designs, and flower jewelries made by Ruma Roy 

Dear Ruma, 

I still remember the day we had first met about 20 years back. Since that time, you had become my 

sister and my best friend. In your short life you had touched many lives. I will always cherish your 

caring nature, your lively spirit and your endless talents. May eternal repose be granted unto you and 

may God’s perpetual light shine upon you.  

 Ranjana Chakravarty 

In a distant land of cold of January 1996, I found a warm heart in Ruma. She lovingly and gently guided 

me in every aspect of a life in an unknown land and her infectious sense of humor eased many 

hesitations. Her magnanimous soul made me her friend forever and an admirer. If you are watching, 

Ruma, I remember you every now and then. You carried your beauty and your qualities so easily ...it's 

only now that I realize how special you were! With a wealth of kindness in a young heart...you were a 

gem. A gem that left its everlasting impression in countless minds. Stay well my young friend, wherever 

you are. 

Rina Sen 

Dear Ruma 

Your aesthetic creations forever blooms. We will never forget you. Remembering your gentle and 

wonderful soul, that will forever remain in our hearts! I never thought I would meet you in the Hospital 

after ten years and say good bye.  

"Tumi onek kothai bolte cheyechile kintu ta aar amaar sona hola na". 

Repeatedly asking myself, why there is good in good bye? I’ll miss you and will remember everything 

you said, the flower jewelries you made for my dance recital, and your amazing paintings. No one 

knows the exact moment when a friendship is formed, but it is a silent forgotten moment that causes 

the pain when we must say goodbye to our dear ones!            

Aparna Mandal 

Rumadi, along with Soumyada and a few others, played a pivotal role in welcoming Vikram and me to 

the Twin Cities community and helping us find the footings of our current life here. In those early days, 

happy hours for us meant transporting ourselves to the warmth of the Roy household in Plymouth and 

relaxing over Rumadidi’s delightful culinary experimentations and high quality ‘adda’ on art, crafts, 
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creativity, cooking and cinema. We bonded over family, our shared love for pickles and relishes, her 

amazing cooking and of course Bollywood movies. 

She was very dedicated to her family. All her words bespoke of her longing for her family in India, and 

her love for Soumyda and her son, Surjyo. She shared the stories of her struggle with mood disorders 

with remarkable candor, courageously giving voice to a topic that is so important to our wellbeing, yet 

rarely discussed. Always kind and giving, she offered her creative talents in service to the community.  

Whether it was teaching my mother new arts like jewelry making or leading the crocheting or knitting 

small community classes, hers was the story of an individual’s humble mission of  building a sense of 

community through the joys of meaningful connections and creations.  

Her legacy of community consciousness, unconditional love and kindness were the elements that 

inspired my writing this year’s Bangla Natok. Rumadi, with all my love and remembrance, I dedicate the 

play to you. 

Koel Ghosh 

Oft in the stilly night 

Ere slumbers chain has bound me  

Fond memory brings the light of other days around me 

-Thomas Moore 

This is what came to my mind when I was asked by Soumya to write something about Ruma. Fond 

memory, very fond memory indeed when I think of her. Her voice, her paintings, her brush strokes, her 

smile, everything is now a fond memory. She battled numerous health challenges since the time that I 

knew her, yet some of us who came in close relationship with her can only remember her smile and her 

positive disposition.  

She adorned the covers of Bengali annual magazine and the backdrops of the cultural stage with her 

paintings, filled numerous hearts with her soothing voice and brightened any party with her 

heartwarming presence. She was happy, happy with herself and her family of son Surjo and husband 

Soumya and the happiness spread amongst her friends too. We were in touch through social 

networking when they moved away, but till date every time I drive by Peony Lane in Plymouth, I feel 

like the poet who wrote, 

We look before and after, and pine for what is not: 

Our sincerest laughter with some pain is fraught; 

our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest thought.  

-P B Shelley 

A friend who I will miss all the time and fond memory is what we are all left with. Ruma, I am sure you 

are spreading the wings of joy wherever you are, because there is no more pain. 

 Ranja Tarafdar 

I first met Ruma and Soumya around 18 years back. I had just moved to the Twin Cities with my 2 

young boys. My mother was visiting us from India at that time and helping us settle down in our new 

home. Ruma had invited us to their home for dinner and I was struck by her warmth and gracious 

hospitality, and Soumya’s sincerity and quiet humor.  My mother took an instant liking to Ruma as did 

Ruma to her and my sons found a new friend in Surjyo.  Before the evening was over it was clear that 

we were going to get along very well and that this was going to be the beginning of a long friendship.  
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Over the years this friendship grew and we shared many memorable moments together, often with our 

close common friends Ranjan and Ranjana Chakravarty. After Soumya and Ruma left the Twin Cities, 

it was Ruma who would keep in touch through occasional phone calls or via Facebook.   

In spite of battling with some serious medical issues off and on, Ruma always tried to put on a brave 

front and display a cheerful public face. But there were times when she would confide to her close 

friends in private her fears about what would happen to Surjyo and Soumya if something happened to 

her. On one such occasion she told me she couldn’t even imagine how I was able to cope with the loss 

of my wife when my kids were so young.  I remember telling her that people have to find a way to carry 

on when the unthinkable happens, and that God provides the strength and a support network of family 

and friends to help deal with it and carry on.  Ruma was a fighter, and though there were days when 

she felt discouraged, she would soon bounce back to her positive self.  

Ruma was a very talented artist and it was always a pleasure to see her work.  She was a kind and 

compassionate woman, a doting mother, and a loving wife. She was a good friend and we will miss 

her. 

Vijayesh Roy 

 

From Left to Right, Soumya, Ruma, and Surjyo Roy, Plymouth, MN, 2002. 

 

 

We think of Ruma, and her lilting voice fills our remembrance 

with Baiyan na Dharo O Balama. It was her signature song 

which along with other classical numbers she loved to sing. 

Clearly she came from a strong musical tradition; her mother 

an accomplished classical singer, her father a poet. Their large 

extended family gathered regularly, each member required to 

sing or play an instrument. Ruma was very close to each of her 

aunts and uncles and cousins who lived together with 

their grandparents in their large ancestral home in Patna. It 

was the stuff of a bygone era, this relational coalescing of 

generations. Both refined and accomplished, our RumaRani,  
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as we lovingly and playfully called her, was part of this rich tradition.  

Many experiences arise in life's samudra-manthan and this friendship and affection with a person 

younger than our own two daughters brought a special gift for the three of us, Pradip, my mother and 

myself. From the beginning it was clearly evident that hers was a special spirit. The way she treated 

people, her genuine compassion, her warmth and her ever present generosity were the quintessential 

Ruma. Her intergenerational upbringing gave her a deep appreciation and understanding of elders, be 

it in India or in the US, and she formed such close ties with them. My mother PrakashRani was 

especially fond of this young friend of ours and her family. The stories of our lives that we shared 

through frequent visits and long nocturnal phone calls created an indelible history and geography 

between us 

Like the pathos in the raga underlying Baiyan na Dharo, Ruma lived with the sadness of separation 

from her large dear family. Feelings of loss and loneliness were familiar visitors. Through her struggles 

and the determined pursuit of beauty in her life Ruma discovered strength. And, like the effervescence 

underlying the raga of Baiyan na Dharo O Balama, Ruma's intriguing radiance and lightness of being 

are her legacy.  

Gita Kar 

 

বোমায় কল্পো কনরশ্বে 

মেীো গুিরায় 

বোমায় কল্পো কনরশ্বে 

োিনের পিভূশ্বমকায় 

রজক্তমাভ বগা ানপর মনো ।। 
 

বসখানে েুশ্বম োশ্বকনয় আনো 

অেন্ত্র প্রিরীর মনো, 

িাইনো ধূশ্ব সাৎ করনে, সিংগ্রানমর িাশ্বেয়ার িনয়, 

বযখানে শুধু েযশ্বভিার, অেযায় 

আর চপশাশ্বিক উল্লানসর মর্ত্তো 

আর েগ্ন কামোর প্রশ্বেমশু্বে ম ।। 
 

বোমার দুধ মে ম মূশ্বে মর কানে 

সে বযে ম্লাে িনয় যায়, 

চকেৎ িাও প্রশ্বেঠি অেযানয়র ? 

শ্বেরুর্ত্তর বেই বকানো েোে ।। 

 

আপােে শ্বস্থর িনয় েনস আশ্বে, 

ঘুমন্ত ভশ্বেেযেনক অেুশ্ব  শ্বেনদমশ কনর 

েীেন্ত অেীেনক েুন  ধনর, 

আর েয়, েড় বদরী িনয় যানে, 

যুগ যন্ত্রোর সমি েঞ্জা  দরূ কনর 

এশ্বগনয় বযনে িনে || 

 

পানয় পা শ্বমশ্ব নয়, িানে িাে শ্বমশ্ব নয়, 

মনের সাইনরনের ধ্বশ্বেনে, 

আগামী শোেীর পথ প্রদশ মক িনয় 

সুস্থ সমাে-গড়ার ব্রে শ্বেনয় ।। 
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Please Please!! 

Asim Datta 

Give me my childhood back. 

 I want to dream, I want to hope, I want to love. 

I want to believe again; believe in you, believe in your innocence. 

 I want to listen to the morning bird, enjoy the evening sun, 

Hug the full moon in the clear sky; smell the wet monsoon midday!! 

No more books, no more articles, no more New York Times. 

No more lectures, no more theories!! 

I need some love, one time only, one time, a simple kiss!! 

People will die by Global Warming, children will cry for food, 

 Addicts will kill for drugs, ladies will eagerly watch  

 Loud commercials of beyond reach products. 

Middle East is burning, blacks are dying by the dozens, by the police, 

 My stocks are going up, Gun Company and McDonald. 

“Nader Ali, you told me, you will take me to the big lake ---- 

 Nader Ali, how old I have to be ---- “ 

“Ishwar, you thought you could escape this miseries,  

 None of us can escape –-- “ 

We are burning alive!! 

Ma, I need sleep, I need to sleep on your lap. 

Ma, where is my Ma? 
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Understanding the Existence of God, The Creator 

Nepal Howlader 

Since the origin of human beings, we have curiosity of God's existence. Different religion came up 

with different definitions of god. Once Swami Vivekanda asked Sri Ram Krishna whether he has 

seen god. Ram Krishna replied that he can see god the same way as he can see the Universe. 

Ram Krishna said to see and understand God, one needs to establish right vision and purity of 

mind. Same way, Goutam Buddha had understanding and communications from god. Mohamed 

and Jesus Christ communicated to the general masses, the messages they received from god. Sri 

Krishna lectured Arjuna how to distinguish right from wrong. 

In religious books, saints have described different images of god. But god lives in every soul of the 

creatures of the Universe. The soul does not have any size, shape or color. The universe as a 

whole does not have any size, shape or color. When a creature dies, the soul does not die, it 

simply changes its uniform. Our bodies are just the uniform of the souls. The soul is indestructible. 

Our soul is part of god. We can create god in our soul. Therefore, god is indestructible as well. In 

Hindu religion, there are millions and millions of gods. The truth is that every human being can 

create his or her own god in his or her soul. In Hindu religion, there is a believe that your soul can 

reborn in a different body. If your deeds are good, then you may reborn as a human. 

It has been described in Gita, that you do not have to be a saint to realize existence of god in your 

soul. In normal language, we say, productive efficiency is the first type of efficiency. Good workers, 

farmers, industrial workers, administrators, professional people, everyone must be efficient, to 

discharge one's responsibilities to the society. The second aspect of efficiency is highly neglected. 

See what has happened to you after years of productive efficiency. Have you grown spiritually? 

Have you realized something of the divine spark that is within you? Have you gone beyond the 

body-mind complex and its pulls and pressures, and become calm and steady within yourself? All 

these are profound questions that some people of modern civilization are asking. What has 

happened to us? We have become good workers but our spirituality has broken down after years 

of productive efficiency. 

Work has done no good to the worker other than earning lot of money beyond your needs. For 

creature comfort people want more and more materials. Gita said it is okay to work hard to fulfill 

your needs but there is no end to the wants. A person is rich if he or she is peaceful and fulfilled. 

You need inward personal or character efficiency simultaneously with productive efficiency. 

In the 21st Century, we find human beings are subjected to tension, sorrow, lack of fulfillment and 

suicidal tendencies. Man has become a creature of environment. We measure success through 

material wealth, luxurious belongings and beautiful spouses etc., which are quantitative enrichment 

in our lives. There will be no end to quantitative enrichment through modern technologies etc. We 

bring blessings to the society through hard and productive work. We need also to look at our inner 

life for full of joy, full of peace, full of love and concern for humanity. That is the spiritual qualitative 
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efficiency. For survival we need quantitative efficiency but for mental peace we need to have 

qualitative enrichment. 

It is impossible to define universal god. Every human being can create his or her own god in their 

mind. God does not have any shape as our souls do not have any shape either. The Universe is 

infinite and so are our souls. We are part of infinity as we are born, live and die. When we die our 

soul becomes part of infinity. Our body is nothing but a uniform for the soul. Therefore, if you are 

looking for god, you do not have to look too far from your inner soul. Your soul is part of god. Look 

inside. You need to have spiritual enlightenment to see your god. In ancient times, the sages gave 

up quantitative pleasure and lived lives for qualitative enrichment. All happiness and peace come 

from and in the mind, they do not come from outside. Mind needs to be trained so that one can be 

peaceful. We need to have outer life of work to fulfill our needs for survival and inner life of work for 

spiritual development and inner peace. Our ‘Atman’ is immortal and infinite. Our ‘Atman’ needs 

nurturing same way our body needs food to stay alive. In the 21st Century, we are busy with 

earning and accumulating material wealth and forgetting about spiritual wealth. When we die only 

the spiritual wealth we can take with us. 

Our mind has two states: Scattered and Gathered. Our mind is the controller of our actions. In our 

normal life, the mind is scattered in a thousand ways. Our energies get scattered by scattered 

mind. Gandhi, Vivekananda, Ram Krishna, Buddha had gathered minds and had unification of 

energy in their minds. That unification developed into tremendous spirituality. They realized the 

power of their souls and heavenly happiness. To develop that kind of capacity, we need to 

concentrate our mind like lasers and x-rays. Scattered mind are useless. We tend to offer prayers 

to god at the same time we are watching our smart phones. That's not prayers, just a ritual.  

God is infinite. The Universe is infinite. Our Atman or soul is infinite. So our Atman is part of god. 

God lives in your Atman. You are your own god. One does not have to go to the Mandir, Mosque 

or Church to pray to god. You can create your own god in your own Atman. 

 

 

BAM Durga Puja Committee would like to thank all who helped us with donation as well as 

fundraising for the Sannikat magazine. We specially thank the support of the local business 

for their continued patronage. Among community members, we would like to specially 

thank Ashoke Mondal for helping with collecting advertisement for the magazine. We would 

like to thanks all members of the Bengali community in Twin Cities and beyond, without the 

support of the community we won’t be able to continue the tradition of our annual magazine 

– Sannikat. 
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Reminiscing My Past 

Sonali Das 

“Time it was and what a t ime it was. It was, a t ime of innocence - a t ime of confidence. 

Long ago it must be, I have a photograph - preserve your memories, they’re all that’s  

left.” 

These words and many more, from a favorite Simon and Garfunkel album, came rushing back to 

me when I sat down to write about my childhood days in the rolling hills of a quaint yet beautiful 

hill-station called Shillong. So much more in visual images came flooding back that it was difficult 

to pen it all down here, but I hope I’m able to convey at least a prelude of my realizations of 

growing up there. 

Sadly, it was only after I had left this beautiful land that it dawned on me what I’d taken for granted 

all my life. Previously, I had never appreciated its beauty, and I had just taken nature’s wealth for 

granted. 

I grew up in this hill-top house, where we lived in an extended or rather large joint family. Our 

house stood at a higher elevation than the rest. Adorned with a red tinned roof, French glass 

windows and polished wooden floors; the house itself was a piece of pride to us. There were hills 

everywhere and as you’ve heard the saying ‘rain came in giant steps’ was exactly what we 

witnessed every time there was a downpour.  Down the hills we would see rain falling and that’s 

when the ladies of the house would hasten to gather the clothes from the backyard. As they could 

tell that rain was eminent not from the clouds but from actually seeing it fall from at a distance. I’m 

sure people living elsewhere don’t experience this. 

Every summer our garden was ablaze with roses of multiple colors and sizes; hydrangeas, orchids, 

and tall evergreen trees. Our backyard had fruit trees laden with pears, oranges, plums, and 

apples. These trees would look like fluffy clouds in the spring when the blossoms would appear, 

only to be drifted away by the Easterly winds. 

The coyote squash would find a natural shoulder to lean on when it would twine around these trees 

starting in early autumn. Again, I failed to appreciate the importance of this vegetable which would 

spring to life on its very own. It needed neither repotting nor any watering. I wonder now! Also, it 

was a means of our survival during the times of political unrest, when curfews would be imposed 

for days at an end. Stores would be shut down. When the stores would open there would be a 

pandemonium as to who would get to hoard more. The future was unknown. 

But when all was calm and the days were peaceful Shillong was the envy of anyone living in the 

hot sultry plains. Winters were cold and chilly but during summer temperatures mildly drifted 

around 68° to 70° F. The rains never flooded the streets, but washed them clean instead. There 

were no bugs to bite you at night so mosquito nets were an accessory, carefully kept away, 

wrapped with moth balls waiting to be packed and accompanied during vacations. 

A short drive would take us to Shillong Peak, the highest point of all its surroundings. Standing at 

an elevation of 1965m above sea level, its beauty was eye catching. The drive up to the Peak was 
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strewn with rhododendron trees on either side. These gorgeous blossoms seemed to speckle the 

blue sky. What a sight I marvel at now! Only last year this image reappeared in front of me as we 

were driving up to the Griffith Observatory in Los Angeles. It looked like the same rhododendron 

trees of my youth. For a moment, I was transferred back to those days, felt I was home. 

Both my children Tanu and Tina and my husband Hironmoy have heard me say this time and time 

again, “Oh My!! This looks like Shillong” or “this reminds me of home”. The houses along the hill-

sides of Duluth, the winding roads during any long drive here in the U.S, the sight of dark pine 

trees, the sound of tiny waterfalls bursting out from the hill sides have never failed to excite me and 

I have always expressed the same few words -” this is just like Shillong!!” Then I think to myself 

“Have I left Shillong after all”? When I was a teenager I was almost too eager to leave Shillong and 

join the ‘mainstream’, I was done being ‘a fish in the pond’. Wanted to swim in the ‘big waters’ 

along with other fish of my age. But, after so many years I’ve realized that I’ve mentally never left 

my childhood home. It has travelled with me everywhere, it’s a part of me and will always be.  

Numerous memories of childhood days came rushing back to me as I reminisced the days of my 

youth. Then along these memories came one very sad memory…like a bust of cloud on a summer 

day and the clapping of thunder …the passing away of my father. His last rites were completed in 

the same hill-top house. Slowly the universe changed. We moved away from our house on the 

hills. Gradually, we settled in different places. Life led us in various directions. Photographs were 

taken along, but far too many memories engraved permanently in our hearts. After so many years I 

can still see them poking their heads out. Some are in black and white, some in colored hues. 

Some bring a smile, some a tear. But again isn’t that what life is all about?  

Missing something when it’s not there? Taking for granted what we have? But moving on life has 

pointed out yet another valuable lesson about appreciating things, both big and small while they’re 

still there. And the lyrics from Passenger’s famous song come drifting to my mind as I close my 

eyes in appreciation… 

 

You only need the light when it’s burning low.  

Only miss the sun when it starts to snow.  

Only hit the road when you’re missing home.  
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খুকুর দুগ্গা পুনো 

মিুয়া েযাোজেম 
 

খুকুর আে মো ভাশ্বর। 

আে বস পানে োমা রকমাশ্বর। 

ঢানকর োজে োেনে, আর - বো কশ্বদে! 

েী  আকানশ সাদা বমঘ বযে অন্তিীে। 

 

িাশ্বরশ্বদনক শুধু কাশেুন র সাশ্বর, 

োোনস শ্বশউশ্ব র শ্বমঠি গন্ধ্ ভাশ্বর। 

খুকু েনস আনে অনপক্ষায়, 

িোৎ বিাখ যায় শ্বেনির রািায়। 

 

ওই বয েনস আনে বমনয়িা, ওরা থানক রািার ওধানর, 

ওর সানথ ে নে কথা সোই োরে কনর। 

ওর োম বেই োো, ওনক িয়শ্বে একিু ও বিো। 

ওর সানথ বো বখ নেও মাো। 

 

আনর, ওইনর্ত্তা এনস বগনে োো, 

িানে শ্বেনয় কর্ত্তগুন া োমা। 

 

খুকু েশ্বড়নয় ধনর েন  োোনক, 

"একিা োমা বদনে ও - ই ওনক?” 

অোক িনয় োো োকায় খুকুর পানে, 

অনেকশ্বদে পর পুনোর িনে একিু অেযরকম মানে। 

 

 

রক্ত িাই 

বগৌেম সরকার 

রক্ত রক্ত রক্ত, 

রনক্ত রক্তাক্ত বভনঙ পড়া শ্বব্রে, 

বখা াঁে িাই বখা াঁে 

িোিে মােুনের সিংখযা িশ্বদশ। 

 

েে ুিাই রক্ত; আপোর, আমার 

আিে মােুেনদর প্রাে ো াঁিাোর। 

রনক্তর েেযই আে িািাকার। 

েেুও ি নে শ্বেে মািে -প্রিার!  

 

শ্বমশ্বডয়া, রােস্েশ্বেক দ , বেো, বসন ে 

 জ্জার মাথা বখনয় ধনড়নেে বভক। 

েৃেমূ  শ্বসশ্বপএম িাপাে উনোর 

আিনের বগাঙাশ্বেনে রাে বিান া বভাড়। 

 

ইস্টনেে -বমািেোগাে ভারে-ওনয়স্টইজেে  

েুিে  জক্রনকি সেই আনে ঠেক। 

ঠেক বেই সিংখযার আিে শ্বেিনের 

সিংখযািা িাশ্বরনয়নে শ্বেনি ভাঙা শ্বব্রনের। 
 

বেিায়া বস শ্বেনে ভনড় বেসেুক 

‘েন্তু’-মােুেরা আে েধীর মূক। 

ক্ষশ্বেপুরে বদওয়া িনে, আনক্ষপ শ্বকনসর? 

রক্ত িাই রক্ত, রক্ত 'মােুনে'র। 
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Fade Away Sun 

Sanghamitra Chaudhuri 

Every morning I wait for you the mighty sun 

To amble toward the west 

And fade in eternity at its best 

And forever rest, rest, and rest 

For when you are there 

I see the world brazen 

Sans its veil 

Naked 

Cruel, ruthless, merciless 

I see how promises are being made to be broken 

I see how love which is not selfless any more is 

exchanged for a token 

I see how honesty shudders in the face of clout 

I see how truth is always questioned with doubt 

I yearn to evade from this farce 

To a world where there is no such scar 

But mighty sun you shine so bright 

Adorning the golden glittering light 

Exposing the ugliest of sight 

That even if I want to close my eyes 

And surmise 

That I am in a perfect world 

You don’t let me be 

And I am as wrecked as I could be 

I scream at the top of my voice 

as if I do have a choice 

to gallop through the troubled turfs 

to go beyond the horizons 

to an anonymous land where peace and 

happiness lies 

where the worries shy 

where the conundrum rests 

but wait 

I listen to my heart which shrieks and cries 

And queries with hopeful eyes 

Is there such place 

Where happiness really lies? 

Heck No! 

Pounces my brain 

That is exactly why I am asking the sun to 

leave our terrain 

For when it departs 

The ugly sins start to mesh in the twilight 

There is no longer black and white 

It’s the grey that remains 

Then the ultimate darkness prevails 

The atrocities fade 

the thick dark blanket conceals it beneath 

the ugliness, the treacheries, the betrayals 

All buried 

in a bottomless abyss 

at least till the sun shows its mighty face 

again 

For I am dragged into the vagaries of my 

dreams 

Where there is only happiness – at least it 

seems! 
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Kounish Banik, 8 Years 

 

Anandi Datta, 4 Years 
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‘Discover-Yourself’ By Prosenjit Das 
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‘Off The Ground’ By Robi Chakraborty 
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Mahua Banerjee 
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Sayudh Chowdhury, 10 years  
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Barbie Paul, 6 Years 

 

 
 

Tiyasa Hazra, 7 Years 

 

 
 

Subhangee Das, 6 Years 
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Let your imagination fly 

Gaurav Haldar, 11 Years 

 

It was a Sunday and I was in the library, 

looking for my regular series when something 

caught my eye. A book on the shelf started to 

shimmer and glow! 

I quickly stopped and walked towards the book 

looking intently and the book glowed again 

except brighter! I took the book and found it 

did not have a library sticker or stamp. Acting 

impulsively, I snuck it out of the library, went to 

my house and ran into my room, and locked it. 

I quickly opened the book to find to my 

amazement moving pictures! The book started 

shaking in my hands and suddenly all the 

pictures were gone and a large hole appeared 

on the page. I looked around nervously 

wondering what to do and out of 

curiosity slowly stuck my finger in the hole. 

Before I could react or retract my finger, it had 

pulled me in! All I could do was shut my eyes.  

When I stopped moving, I finally opened my 

eyes to realize that I was actually inside the  

book! I could tell by the by the huge light blue palace I landed in. Then I saw all sorts of 

creatures and people around me staring at me as if I had robbed a house. I felt uneasy, 

nervous and scared all at the same time. They looked at me, and then at the hole. Suddenly 

everyone started showering me with all sorts of questions, I first answered the talking alligator 

who asked, 'How did you even get here?' I said, 'Well, I entered through some sort of portal 

into the book I guess.' He looked at me oddly then walked away. After responding to all the 

questions, I found myself just left alone and sitting on the ground. 

As I scanned the hall, my eyes pooped out of my head when I saw my favorite fairy tale 

character, Jack. I quickly ran up to him and said "hi", he said hi back to me too but he looked at 

me very strangely. I wanted to ask him so many questions, but he said, ' sorry have to go back 

home and eat.' So I sadly said 'ok' and walked away. It wasn't hard at all to see where his 

house was because his humongous beanstalk was right by it. Then I saw the three little pigs, 

but instead of hiding and cowering away in their houses, they were away at a distance, 

outside, laughing and talking with the big bad wolf! I went up to the wolf and asked, "Why 

aren't you trying to eat the three little pigs?" Then he said in the deepest voice I have ever 
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heard " Haven't you seen the sign kid?" To the right of him was a sign that said 'No fighting or 

War'. I looked at it very strangely and started walking around. 

I passed the woods I saw a lake. I stopped by to look for fish, but couldn't see any. I felt a pat 

on my shoulder and turned around to find Jack standing behind me and asking, 'What are you 

looking at?' I said," Just this lake, but have you seen any fish in this lake?" Jack smiled and 

answered, "Haven't you seen? All the fish fly." Then I looked up in the bright blue sky and I 

indeed saw all kinds of multi colored fishes flying around dotting the sky, it was amazing. Then 

Jack and I took a walk together in the woods and he told me about every person, creature, 

building, and more. Jack even gave me a map of the whole fairytale world. It was bigger than I 

thought. I was amazed, Red Riding Hood had her very own castle to herself! I wanted to see 

all the castles and was eager to meet all the characters. I looked at my watch and it had not 

even move one bit. It was very odd. I quickly tried to get caught up to Jack but couldn't see him 

anywhere. Just as I got really scared, Jack popped up right behind me and scared me to 

death. I laughed and said, "I thought an animal was going to eat me, or even worse a 

monster!" Jack calmly said, "Relax, it was just me." I then realized it was starting to get dark 

and told Jack that I should be heading back home. "I could walk you back to your portal." he 

said. I nodded and we walked back together to the portal. I said, "Bye Jack!" He said bye back 

to me and gave me a boost into the portal and WHOOSH! I was back in the real world realizing 

that no time had passed by either. 

That was the best adventure I have ever been on! I met my own favorite fairy tale character! 

For now, this is the end to my wonderful adventure. 

 

 

River Path 

Smiraa Misra, 10 Years 

The soft, cool and gentle breeze above gracefully flow, 

just as the sparkling and gleaming water below. 

The soft and fluffy clouds are so high, 

yet I feel as though I am soaring through the sky. 

The rhythmic hum of the boat engine puts me to sleep 

while I think of all the memories I have to keep. 

After cruising on the river path long, the boat ride is over. 

I had a wonderful time on the Saint Croix river. 
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Roar 

Roshnee Tarafder, 15 Years 
 

Excitement blankets her, 

Oblivious to what’s coming at her at full speed 

Anticipation killing her, 

Sleep falls upon her, 

Spiraling into a place of happiness and tranquility 

Realization hits her 

Support surrounds her, 

Helping her in every step, 

Pain drowns her, 

Boredom takes over her, 

Coloring books filled with finished pictures and tears 

Inability irks her, 

Wheelchairs change her, 

As gratitude fills her, 

Practice encourages her, 

Standing motivates her, 

As a smile brightens her face after months of struggle 

Running frees her 

She is done with all the drama, 

She fights, she roars 

 

 

The race of the Hummingbird and the Pony 

Priyamvada Banerjee, 6 Years 

Once there was a Hummingbird and a Pony. One-day Pony asked Hummingbird if they could race 

and Hummingbird said, “Yes we can! But wait! We can’t start it right now.” “Why can’t we start it 

right now?” asked Pony. 

“Because we need a person to wave the flag!” said Hummingbird. “Oh I know now what it means,” 

said Pony. “Let’s go and get Bunny” said Pony. And off they went singing. But after a little while 

they came upon a large house that was a large mushroom. It was larger than a tree!  

Bunny was inside waiting. Pony knocked on the door and bunny was inside! They told Bunny 

about the flag waver and Bunny said “Yes!” They went outside on the road and they started.  

Hummingbird won the grand prize but Pony still could come for dinner. After dinner they went to 

the fair and got prizes and cotton candy!  
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 Bengali Cuisine and interesting facts about it 

Shivali Choudhury, 13 Years 

Bengali cuisine is the only traditionally developed multi-course tradition from the Indian 

subcontinent that is similar in structure to the modern style of French cuisine, with food served 

course-wise rather than all at once. Bengali cuisine differs according to regional tastes, such as the 

emphasis on the use of green chilies in the Chittagong district of Bangladesh. However, across all 

its varieties, there is use of mustard oil along with large amounts of spices. The cuisine is known 

for subtle flavors with the priority on fish, vegetables, lentils, and rice. Rice is a staple for 

Bengalis. Bread is not a common dish in Bengali cuisine, but a deep fried version called luchi, 

made of either wheat or refined flour (Maida) is popular.  

 

Fresh sweet-water fish is one of its most outstanding 

features of Bengali cuisine. Bongs, as we are lovingly 

called, just love our fish. Bengalis prepare fish in many 

ways, such as steaming (bhapa), poaching, curry or 

just plain deep frying. Bengal’s rivers, ponds and lakes 

contain varieties of fish such as Rui, Ilish, Koi, Tangra 

or Pabda. Prawns, shrimp and crabs are also found 

aplenty. Rui macher kalia, Bhapa Ilish, Shorshe Ilish, 

Chingri macher malai curry are family favorites. 

Bengalis are very serious about their meat, rarely is a 

Bengali ever vegetarian (I can totally vouch for that 

fact). 

A famous meat preparation in Bengali cuisine is Kosha Mangsho (Spicy Mutton Curry) generally 

served with luchis. Chicken is less preferred, though it has grown steadily in popularity over the last 

few decades 

Vegetables maybe cooked in mustard sauce or coconut based sauces. Bengalis also excel in the 

cooking of regional vegetables. They prepare a variety of the dishes using the many types of 

vegetables that grow there around the year. They can make heavenly dishes out of the often 

rejected peels, stalks and leaves of vegetables. A notable fact about Bengali cuisine is the 

extensive use of mustard oil for almost all preparations. 

Shukto, Chorchori, Ghonto, Chhyanchra, Chhenchki, although tongue twisters, are delectable 

vegetables dished out of a Bengali kitchen. 

The use of spices for both fish and vegetable dishes is quite considerable and includes many 

combinations not found in other parts of India. Examples are the onion-flavored kalonji (nigella or 

black onion seeds), radhuni (wild celery seeds), and five-spice or panch phoron (a mixture of 

cumin, fennel, fenugreek, kalonji, and black mustard seeds). Bengali cooking includes the phoron 

(tempering)of a combination of whole spices, fried and added at the start or finish of cooking as a 

flavoring special 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luchi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steaming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rohu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilish
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koi
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pabda&action=edit&redlink=1
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to each dish. Bengalis share their use of whole black mustard 

seeds with South Indians, but unique to Bengal is the extensive 

use of freshly ground mustard paste. A pungent mustard paste 

called Kashundi is a dipping sauce popular in Bengal. 

At the end of the meal, but just before dessert, Chaatni is served; 

Sweet, Sour, Bit Tangy sometimes a bit spicy too. Chaatni maybe 

made of raw mangoes, tomatoes or various fruits with dates and 

jaggery added for flavor. Bengalis are a sophisticated lot 

who take immense pride in their large selection of 

delectable mishti. Sweetmeats not only form an integral 

part of the amazing Bengali cuisine, but are popular with 

people of all ages, across the country.   

No Bengali meal is considered complete without the 

mandatory dessert or mishti. Shondesh and Rashogulla 

are popular sweet dishes made of sweetened, finely 
 

An Authentic Bengali Meal Setup. 

 

ground fresh cheese. Some of the famous sweets in 

Bengali are Shondesh, Roshogulla, Cham-Cham, Mishti 

doi (sweetened yoghurt), Malpua, Rajbhog, Langcha, 

KanchaGolla, Pithe, Gurer Payesh. And I could go on and 

on. I think it’s absolutely true when they say that the World 

EATS TO LIVE; but a Bengali LIVES TO EAT. 

 

 

Jini’s Trip to Duluth 

Oindri Bagchi, 7 Years 

Hello, my name is Jini, well at least my nickname. Well that doesn’t matter. I am going to tell you about 

when I went to Duluth. It was a two and half hour ride. It was fun. We were going to stay at a water park 

hotel. It was called Edgewater. We stayed there for 3 days and went to the waterpark for 3 days. We got big 

scoops of ice-cream and we went shopping a lot. Then we had to go home. See you next time! 
 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Kashundi&action=edit&redlink=1
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Life of a Pencil 

Shoumili Tarafder, 8 Years 

Once there was a pencil. The pencil’s name was - actually its name was Pencil. You see, pencils don’t 

have names, well not in this story they don’t. Anyway, Pencil was a long, sharp pencil. It was purple 

with white stars on it. It was the most beautiful pencil in Maddie’s pencil bag. Maddie was Pencil’s 

owner. She always used Pencil. All the other pencils’ in the pencil bag called her the most beautiful 

pencil EVER. 

But it all changed one day. On August 23rd, Maddie and her mom went back ‘to school shopping’ for 

Maddie’s new class. They were picking out pencils for supplies. Red, blue, mechanical, non-

mechanical. Maddie looked at all. But nothing satisfied her. Then she saw it - the most beautiful pencil 

ever. It was fuzzy and purple and had a chain which was connected to the eraser. There was a fake 

purple gem attached to the end of the chain. “I love this” - squealed Maddie.  

For the next five days, Pencil was forgotten. She was sad and depressed and feeling jealous. Then 

Pencil kind of got tired and went to talk to the new neighbor. Soon Pencil and the new pencil became 

friends and then best of friends a few days later. And guess what, they both became Maddie’s 

favorites. 

And so they all lived happily ever after. 

 
 

The Judge and the court 

Shreyan Bagchi, 9 Years 

And whom might you be? You are the man, so must a very bad man. Who brought him to the court!!!!  

Mmmmm, me!  

Okay you may come up here, and are you Braden head inspector?  

Yes, sir. 

Well aren't you a little young to be the head? 

I don't know.  

Well if you are head then you are head. You may go back to your seat.  

Anybody else want come up to me. 

I do.  

Well than you may come up here. Well well, what's your name?  

Oh my name is Christopher. 

What do you want to be when you grow up?  

I want to be an Author. 

Well that's what my mom wanted to be when she was a little girl! My mom wanted me to be an author 

as well. Okay do want to go back to your seat, okay. 

Well you all may leave the court. Well that was a long day. 

Ring Ring Ring  

Hello - yes Judge here. Ah inspector Braden. 

I have caught another bad man should I bring him to the court. 
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Yes, inspector Braden. Copy that.  

Knock Knock  

Come in - ah inspector Braden. 

Here is the criminal. 

And who are you - I am blaze leader of the elite nerf force. 

Elite nerf force? I've never heard that name before. 

Well take him to the ULTIMATE PRISON no not the ULTIMATE PRISON. 

Oh yes nobody has ever escaped that prison. Take him there now, otherwise you’ll be going 

there, yes you guard go there, inspector Braden go look for the rest of his group. 

Ahhhh the siren has gone off, all guards search for the criminal, everyone gets your guns. 

Ahhhh - search where the scream has come from.  

We have found this lady unconscious on the ground. Well I don't think she is dead, send her to the 

hospital.  

Sir we have found the criminal. 

Well then take him to the prison.  

Phew, sir he is dead.  

Good what do we do to with all the other criminals? Did they ever try to escape?  

No sir.  

Good then leave them be.  
 

 

 
 

Krishita Roy, 9 Years 

 
 

Archisha Basak, 9 Years 
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Chicken Roast (Bengali Style) 

Kaushik Goswami 

With the advent of the festive season, gathering with friends and family is common. We often try to 

find a unique menu which we would like to serve. Chicken Roast is an easy recipe which you can 

definitely keep in your entrée list when you in invite your friends in this festive season. 
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Preparation: 

Step 1: Make few slits in the chicken leg quarters (4 pieces) and season it with salt and turmeric. 

Deep fry the leg quarters until they turn little golden brown in color. Do not fry long as it will make 

the chicken hard. 

Step 2: In a separate pan, take oil (1/3rd cup) and ghee (1 tbsp.), add whole Garam Masala (2 pc 

cinnamon, 3 pc cloves, 3 pc cardamoms, 5 pc black pepper, 2 pc bay leaves). Add 1 cup chopped 

onion and fry until golden brown. Add ginger paste (2 tsp), garlic paste (1 tsp), red chili powder (1 

tsp), cumin powder (2 tsp) and stir it well. Add salt to taste. Add 2 cups of hot water and stir it well. 

Then add the chicken pieces in the gravy and cook for 10 minutes (with the lid). 

Step 3: After 10 minutes, flip the leg quarters carefully and cook for another 10 minutes. 

Meanwhile, in a blender prepare a paste of sweet yogurt (100 gm), cashew nut (1/4 th cup), raisins 

(1/4th cup), and 1/4th cup of water. After 10 minutes, add the paste that we just made. Stir gently 

and flip over the leg quarters again. Cook for another 5 minutes with the lid on.  

Step 4: After 5 minutes, add sugar (1 tsp), fried onions/beresta (1/2 cup) and 5 green chilies and 

let it cook for another 5 minutes with the lid on.  

Step 5: After 5 minutes, the chicken roast is done. You can serve it with Pulao. Enjoy friends!!!! 

 

েু কশ্বপ শ্বিিংসুঠি 

Annyasha Mukherjee 

Ingredients: Fulkopi, salt, turmeric, chilly powder, hing or asafoetida, peas, paneer, potato, refined 

oil, ghee, green chillis, sugar as per taste, cloves, ginger paste, cardamom, cinnamon, shahjeera, 

tomato, while cumin seeds, bay leaves, peas paste.  

Preparation: Take 2 potatoes & cut into 4 pieces, paneer cut into cubes soak it in lukewarm water 

with turmeric and salt, then drain the water after soaked it in 5 mins then fry in hot oil ,and mixed it 

with ghee, put bay leaves, shahjeera, white cumin, cloves, cardamom, cinnamon, in low flame and 

keep aside (not to burn it or make it full brown, light just flip it before taking brown color) then put 

turmeric and salt to potatoes, cut into pieces to fry until brown, then keep aside. Fulkopi cut into 

medium small pieces, add salt and turmeric, fry until brown a bit and keep aside. 

Then in left over oil put hing a bit, hing is optional as per your health, and add ginger paste, peas 

paste, tomatoes cut into pieces or puree, green chilly, turmeric, salt, sugar as per taste and stir the 

masala when the cooked masala becomes cozy add gobi, potatoes and cook until masala gets 

cozy with vegetables put slight water so that masala  does not burn, then keep it under lid cover for 

6 mins then put one forth cup water and cook for 6 mins, when water become a bit less when you 

can see oil then add fried paneer cook for 5 mins,  off your flame and keep aside. 

Serve hot with fried rice or naan, paratha. 
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দশমী Truty Fruity 

Annyasha Mukherjee 

Ingredients: Custard powder, whole milk, sweetened condensed milk, vanilla, butterscotch ice 

cream, Kellogg’s chocos, chocolate hot fudge, almonds, walnut, jelly cubes, cashew resin, 

cranderry, choco chips, wafer biscuits, rose flower for presentation.  

Preparation: Boil whole milk one gallon, keep aside lukewarm water & milk in separate bowl, mix 

custard vanilla powder in that bowl mix and mix well so that there should not be any lump, stir with 

spoon. Keep aside the mixture, when milk start boiling at high temperature for 5 min add 

sweetened milk, wait till it boils, when milk will be less in amount almost more than half add bowl 

custard mixture and stir well, add sugar as per taste, when custard becomes thick in consistency 

let it be cool. Refrigerate it for a while, then take out from refrigerator, add chocolate fudge 

Kellogg’s chocos, again add 2 scoop of different flavor ice creams, then add chocos again, choco 

chips, hot chocolate fudge, nuts, raisins, jelly cubes, cranberry dried or (you can boil a bit milk with 

cranberry and then add in that custard as per your choice), add wafer biscuits just the side of your 

glass and add rose flower for better presentation. 
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In Candid Conversation with Director Dipankar Mukherjee, 

Artistic Director of Pangea World Theatre by Ranja Tarafder 

Ranja T: First of all, thank you for taking the time from your crazy busy schedule today to sit with 

me for this interview. Also a big thanks on behalf of the Bengali Association of Minnesota for 

agreeing to direct this year’s natok. It is a big time commitment for you. 

How you did come up with this theme? This is a little different from our regular puja natok 

or natok in general. It did not sprout from a typical established script? The script was 

formulated from and by the team itself. 

Dipankar M: I just knew that we would like to do a play for our Durga Pujo. So when Soumitro, 

Indrani, Shantanu, Kingshuk and a few of us came up with this thought of pujo natok, I wanted to 

do something original but I also wanted to create it in an ensemble group. For me pujo means 

community and I wanted to get the community to take ownership of the natok not just in acting but 

music, script and the other aspects. We opened all suggestions made at the workshop to a 

discussion with the team and ultimately in a very democratic way we arrived at the script. Koel 

Ghosh volunteered to write the script, put it together by being open to the contributions from the 

ensemble. The commitment in my own mind was that I wanted this to be a process, anyone who 

wanted to come to the workshop was welcome. At Pangaea, we see ourselves standing at the 

intersection of arts, politics and social justice. So something relevant had to be done. We wanted 

to do something of high quality and we wanted to do something original in a democratic way and 

remain as transparent as possible. 

Ranja T: You are the artistic director of Pangea world theatre and this is your profession. 

When you work in this realm, you are working with actors who has theatre as their 

profession, I mean they are professionally trained actor. In this natok you are working with 

people who are good actors but do not do this as a profession. Let me about this 

experience. 

Dipankar M: I have a long vision and my dream is to create a salon of actors who participate in the 

dream, make the commitment and make it happen. Instead of sitting on the sidelines and critiquing 

what is wrong, we as a community need to take ownership and come together to make things 

happen. So to me the distinguishing factor about being a professional and/or being amateur is 

about integrity, commitment and intentionality. So that’s the reason, I wanted the process to be a 

democratic one where each one takes ownership and gives the best. My community deserves it. 

And me being part of the community, feel that I need to take that ownership and train people for 

the salon where we can produce professional quality scripts and productions with seasoned 

designers and actors. 

Ranja T: We come from a society that trains us to be doctors, engineers or highly qualified 

educationalist. People who do theatre are mostly confined to regional works. Tell me about 
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your journey of taking up theatre and direction as a profession and going global with it and 

travelling thousands of miles in pursuit of excellence. 

Dipankar M: I got myself educated from all over the world in English Language and Literature, 

English theatre and directing, I always had the aspiration of working at the very best spaces to 

create the very best work! Wow My goal was seldom being to become a professional with regional 

work. I wanted to reach out globally to further my education and training. I came to the Twin Cities, 

after traveling and training in various countries in the west. Signed the contract to be the Resident 

Director at the Guthrie Theatre. I was there for a few years working on main stream theatre. There 

I was working with only primarily white Caucasian actors, on classical work from the cannons of 

English theatre - I felt that something was missing from my life. I would go and create work with 

professional artists from the Latino/Chicano theatre community, Asian American theatre 

community, African -American theatre community, Arab American theatre community, Indigenous 

communities and many other recent immigrant communities where they were doing dynamic and 

vibrant work - THIS HAD A HUGE IMPACT ON MY THINKING AND CRAFT. Then I started the 

process of decolonizing my mind which I was not even aware that I had. Then I realized that I was 

climbing up this high ladder at full speed for myopic personal gain and seldom really got a chance 

to celebrate my own roots. It was an in intense dichotomy. So I started connecting with my 

teachers in India. Went back. Studied with teachers, learnt Sanskrit, classical and contemporary 

Indian theatre in various regional languages, worked with various dancers and choreographers! On 

coming back here I connected and started creating work with my own roots and various recent 

immigrant communities - explored classical and contemporary work, devised new work, worked 

with performance artists and media artists. One of the teachers that I had - from South Africa Athol 

Fugard, with whom I worked, radically changed my life and craft and thinking. He would always say 

that if you are saying NO to something then automatically you have to say YES to something else. 

So I started weaning myself off only the western cannons of literature. The Guthrie and the white 

Caucasian classical theatre and started on the journey of connecting with larger international 

playwrights, dancers, choreographers, designers - globally. Then an alternate world opened up to 

me. My whole consciousness shifted. Now I am an artist who has a much bigger global stage to 

work with. And so my journey continues … 

Ranja T: You went beyond just finding actors to put together this natok. You had an attempt 

towards the unification of talents within the community through this process. Would you 

say something about it? 

Dipankar M: It’s an alternative process that I searched for 20 years in Pangea - created work with 

an “alternate reality, questioned what does new & relevant work meant, what is an artist’s 

accountability to his/her times, searched for an alternate modality of creating work, does it involve 

a script, does it involve brown/black/indigenous bodies. What is a process that is conscious of 

patriarchy, of creating a democratic methodology of creating work process? My English colonized 

training trains me to walk into a room of trained actors, direct them, take the check and move on to 

the next project. This left me wanting! With intentionality I searched for an alternate - a new 

modality of working on how to create that democratic space. We raise the stakes and ultimately 
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everyone rises up to it. Where input from the ensemble is valid, and we search for excellence, an 

affirming space of search and craft! 

In creating this Natok. We started trying with intense ensemble workshops on body and vocal 

training. Ideas were welcome. Not a single idea was rejected without trying. So this was the 

ensemble that we created. The ensemble created this work. 

Ranja T: What kind of outcome from this process would you consider to be a successful 

one? 

Dipankar M: 5 years from now we have an ensemble of 20 trained actors/playwrights/directors, 

who are intergenerational working in Bengali theatre staring with an age of 15 to 85. That to me will 

be the success and I am committed to make that happen.  

 

অনেকশ্বদে পর 

চিো ী িক্রের্ত্তী 

অনেকশ্বদে পর কশ্বেো শ্ব খনে শ্বগনয় 

েুনকর রক্তক্ষরে বির পাই ঠেক - 

অনেকশ্বদে পর পড়ন্ত শ্বেনকন  

অনপক্ষা অন্তিীে। 
 

অনেকশ্বদে পর অনঝাড় েৃঠিধারা 

ে েশ্বে আাঁনক স্মৃশ্বের পনি 

েদীর বঢউগুন া আেনড় পনড় 

বিেোর বসাো ী েনি। 
 

অনেকশ্বদে পর েী খানম শ্বিঠে এন  

অোক শ্বেষ্ময় - 

 

িারানো েনু্ধ্ িিাৎ খুাঁনে বপনয় 

এ হৃদয় আপ ুে িয়। 
 

অনেকশ্বদে পর ভান াোসার বো াঁয়ায় 

দৃঠি ঝা াঁপসা িনয় আনস - 

বোি বোি ে কো 

প্রন প িনয় বমনশ হৃদয় ক্ষনে। 
 

স্বপ্ন বভনঙ বগন  

েেুে কনর অেয়ে পায়। 

োই েীেে বথনম বগন  

েীেে উৎসে শুরু িয়। 
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Where Nature Dances in Abundance  

Apostle Island National Lakeshore 

Anwesha Ghatak 

The state of Wisconsin is an exquisite getaway in the north-central United States. Being a next-

door neighbor to the state of Minnesota, Wisconsin is a soothing journey of not more than 3-4 

hours from downtown Minneapolis. When I left behind the Saturday morning hustles and bustles of 

a city, it alleviated my mind and at the same time excited me to look forward to a perfect summer 

weekend recess. Steadfastly the Interstate-35 transported through the luscious country sides of 

Wisconsin, the “Dairy-land” of the country. Particularly famous for its cheese, Wisconsin is one of 

the nation’s leading dairy producers. The viridescent farm lands against cerulean summer sky 

would paint a perfect picture of a rural area, the very area that harvests crops and fortifies the 

nation with endeavors from painstaking country men, women and their livestock. Occasional 

grazing of “all the pretty horses” and cattle in the boundless green, reaffirmed that the earth is sti ll 

“real” albeit all the “virtual” replacements a city has to offer!  

But Wisconsin is not only about pastoral ranches and barns, it apportions the largest freshwater 

lake in the world by surface area, The Lake Superior. As the name advocates, The Lake Superior 

is profoundly majestic, mysterious and often merciless. The climate of Wisconsin is of continental 

nature, with warm summer and freezing winter. The Lake Superior freezes completely in every 20 

years. Therefore, life by The Lake Superior burgeons in all its exuberant forms during summer. 

One such vibrancy is sighted in Bayfield, one of the quaint port towns of Wisconsin, voted as one 

of the most serene in the nation. From Bayfield, cruises would voyage in the Lake Superior and the 

evening Grand Tour came highly recommended. We had couple of hours before our sail and 

decided to explore the town. Lunch in the local restaurant consisted of fish and chips, with 

Whitefish freshly caught from the lake. The view of the turquoise lake added an extra zing to the 

meal. It was a shimmering summer afternoon and the town was flocked by tourists. We took a 

leisure walk through the streets till the lake shore. Plenty of private boats were anchored as 

summertime is the prime time to quest through the magnificent lake.  

 

After past 5 in the evening we were guided to the dock 

where already a long and patient queue initiated. Seats 

in the upper deck of the cruise, named the “The 

Superior Princess”, were much coveted as the vision 

would be unhindered. But once the cruise navigated it 

was impossible to sit tight and not to wander off in the 

boat. The view was all-around. To admire deepness of 

the world’s largest lake from the shoreline is one thing, 

but to infiltrate the heart of that blueness is 

overpowering. The 

Captain of the cruise was adept and relentless in narrating the history and geology of the lake and 

the surrounding islands. The 12 largest islands were renamed The Apostle Islands by New France 
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historian Pierre Francois Xavier de Charlevoix, who named them after 12 Apostles (each of the 12 

disciples of Jesus Christ). The Apostle Islands National Lakeshore is an adobe for diverse flora 

and fauna groups. Over 800 plant species thrive within the lakeshore, including the state of 

Wisconsin listed endangered and threatened species. According to the National Park Service, one 

of the greatest concentrations of black bears in North America is found on the Stockton Island in 

the Apostle Islands National Lakeshore. The Lakeshore provides important nesting habitat for the 

following nesting birds: herring and ring-billed gulls, double-crested cormorants, great blue herons 

and cliff swallows. The cruise jaunted near the Devils Island, one of the twenty two Apostle Islands, 

famous for its extensive sea caves. The dramatic rock formations would entreat your immediate 

attention. It is popular with kayakers who enjoy meandering in and out of the caves on calm days. 

The caves were sculpted from billions of years old sandstone bedrock exposed through the 

island's surface. The red and gold sandstone was deposited over the area by wandering streams 

from western hills. The undulating of the climate over about a million of year period laid a 

sandstone crust that is about 1800 feet thick. They are colorfully stratified. When surf on the lake is 

heavy, the waves thunder and boom in the sea caves. The rumbling can be heard even well away 

from the shoreline. Local residents claim that the Indigenous Indians, Ojibwe (Chippewa), 

interpreted this noise as the sound of evil spirits, hence the name “Devils Island”! The Devils Island 

Lighthouse located at the northern end of the island is staffed by a volunteer ranger during the 

busy months of the summer. Accompanied by the volunteer, visitors may climb the tower, and go 

inside the original keeper's quarters. Built in 1894, the Lighthouse is a stand-alone human 

inhabitant in the island. It was almost eventide and a solitary gull was waiting perhaps for the 

assembly of the fellow compeer. The wanderlust of the birds never fails to astonish me and how 

they find their way back home before sundown. The last light of the sun could spell a magic with 

vivacious colors. And when the sun sets by the vast horizon of the world’s largest lake, the rays 

break into thousand pieces adding effulgence to the face of earth, both in the land and in the 

water. The spectacular rock formations of Devils Island were beaming bright and the ripples in the 

lake were incandescent. The sun knows how to make his presence felt even after he’s long gone. 

We, the mere humans on the cruise, were yet again, taken aback by the glory of nature. Observing 

the fading glare from the deck, you would wish for another beautiful day in your life, of another 

dawn and dusk. That’s the “blazing” desire worth living for.  

The Cruise took us through twilight to nightfall and when we swayed back to the Bayfield port, the 

town was lit up. We landed safely with our hearts glowing in anticipation of more such delightful 

expeditions. 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Devils_Island_Light
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Devils_Island_Light
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Niagara Falls 

Sunetra Mukherji 

Oh! What a resplendent beauty you are of god’s creation!  

You surpass all my fantasies and heavenly imagination!! 

From the rocks of USA and Canada, you are gracefully cascading! 

I see all the enthralled tourists watching your cataracts fading!! 
 

Your majestic flows, serenade high pour, tumultuous roar and 

deafening thunder! 

Now I know why you are a sibling of world’s wonder!! 
 

A rare sight in the world, where I can see both the countries! 

And I question myself, are there really any boundaries!! 

 

As I wait for my turn for a journey on a big boat! 

I see everyone getting unified in blue raincoat!! 
 

The “Maid of Mist” starts its journey gleefully!  

Oh! How the men in blue rejoice joyfully!! 
 

As I come closer to the mighty, glistening falls! 

I surrender myself to the refreshing sprinkles of water bubbles, 

falling on me like magic balls!! 
 

In a moment I get drenched in incessant, damp and drizzling shower! 

I close my eyes to praise the stupendous, beautiful and enduring 

Monument of divine power!! 
 

And on my return journey, I see a mysterious rainbow, that 

Is golden! 

OMG! How easily my heart is stolen!! 
 

And getting down from the boat, I feel a pinching pain! 

And Niagara asks me with a warm smile,” Darling when 

can we meet again?” 
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দাাঁশ্বড়নয় আে েুশ্বম আমার গানের ওপানর 

Mou Paul 
It was barely dawn when Sunetra woke up. The first thought that came to her mind was that he 

was gone. And, soon, this house, the tiny garden outside, would be gone as well. It was the 

saddest feeling ever.  

She was getting agitated, so she stepped out of the bed and came to the kitchen to make some 

tea. The familiar sound of the utensils, the aroma of the tea soothed her a little. Carefully, she 

poured tea in two golden bordered china cups. She reached for the sugar bowl, but then paused 

for a little and didn’t add it eventually. She put the cups on the tray alongside four Britannia Marie 

biscuits and went into the bedroom like every day. She carefully placed the tray on the bedside 

table, then waited. Did she hear the familiar voice “Suni, my tea tastes awful! Did you again forget 

to add the sugar? You are so absent-minded!”  

No, there was no response. The quietness of the bedroom was swallowing her. Sunetra ran out of 

the bedroom into the garden and then broke into uncontrollable sobs.  

Why was she doing this to herself? Why was she punishing herself, putting through these mind 

games when she knew that she had lost the battle? Her husband of thirty-five years, Shaibal was 

gone now, gone forever. The process was slow. She could not blame her luck or God that they did 

not prepare her. Shaibal was disappearing gradually; first from work, then from social life and his 

family and now ultimately from Sunetra. The disease was engulfing him slowly but surely.  

Soon this house would be gone, too. Their only son Shanu was going to come back here next 

week to complete the selling process and then Sunetra would have to leave the place where she 

lived for the last thirty-five years. 

She wiped down the tears from her face and composed herself. A lot of things needed to be 

completed by next week. She had to go through the belongings before vacating the house. A 

tough job indeed; sorting through things that accumulated over years and then deciding what she 

could take which can fit in Shanu’s one-bedroom apartment in Mumbai. It will be a long journey for 

Sunetra; from a small town Berhampur in West Bengal to the big city, Mumbai. Would she be able 

to fit in there? Who knew, but what other options did she have? For these last 2 years she had 

fought relentlessly to bring back Shaibal from the clutch of this disease. But now she had accepted 

her defeat. She did not have the courage anymore to drag her life alone.  

Sunetra entered into Shaibal’s office room. She had not spent here much time recently; there was 

no need for it. As she was going through the papers and documents, her eyes caught hold of a 

small pocket notebook. It was mostly empty, but there were some odd writings and dates in some 

pages; such as -1981, Bedroom, blue box or 1985, Shanu’s room, piggy bank.  

Sunetra was puzzled. Why was Shaibal writing these? Did he want to tell something or were those 

delirious thoughts of a sick person. But there was certainly an order in those writings. All of them 

involved a room, a year and an item. She decided to give it a try.  

She entered into the bedroom and paused for a moment. For a brief second she thought as if she 

heard someone clearing his throat and as if he was getting prepared to call out “Suni”. But no, it 

was as quiet as it could be except for the sound of the ceiling fan. She started to ransack the room 

and finally found it inside her trunk- a small blue velvet box. When she opened it, the faint 
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fragrance of dried out jasmine flowers struck her. Instantaneously it brought back those sweet 

memories. 

They did not have a very prosperous wedding. But on their nuptial night, Shaibal did not forget to 

bring Sunetra’s favorite flower, jasmine. And the memory of how he adorned his new bride with 

those flowers, made Sunetra blushing even at this age.   

Clutching the blue box in her hand, Sunetra came back in the office room. She was feeling much 

lighter as if someone has lifted that heavy feeling of sadness from her heart that was lingering for 

the past few days. She was excited to find out what was next written in the notebook. It was the 

1985 one.  

She quickly went to Shanu’s room. There it was, hidden under a pile of old books and toys, a white 

piggy bank that Sunetra gave to Shanu when he was in high school. Sunetra opened the cover 

nimbly. Inside was a piece of paper with Sunetra’s handwriting on it – “Bring some lactogen today 

when returning from office.” 

Shaibal used to take lunch from home. The day when Sunetra came to know that she was 

pregnant, she put this paper inside his lunch box to give him a surprise. The memory of that day 

came back vividly in Sunetra’s mind. A euphoric Shaibal came back home right after lunch and 

then they spent the whole day in each other’s arms discussing their future child and their dreams 

around him. 

Sunetra was abruptly brought back to 2016 at the sound of the calling bell. Kamala has come 

probably to clean the house; it was already almost 10 AM. Soon Sunetra became busy in the daily 

household activities. She again got sometime in the afternoon. The next entry was 1992, same 

Shanu’s room and it was asked to look for a stuffed white teddy bear. Sunetra started to anticipate 

something and she was getting a little nervous for that. But she still followed the lead.  

Soon she found the bear inside the almirah. No, she did not recall purchasing the bear or Shanu 

playing with it. Shaibal must have bought it at some point. But why? After taking out the bear from 

the almirah, she realized the reason. There were two beautiful, small, pink woolen socks on the 

paws of the bear. A string of tears started to roll down Sunetra’s cheeks. For how long Shaibal was 

holding onto those socks? Those were the socks that Sunetra knitted herself for Rani, their 

daughter, who was brutally robbed off from them at the tender age of 6 months. Sunetra fell into 

severe depression after Rani passed away from a mere fever of two days. At the advice of the 

doctors, the family members removed all her memories from the home. But Shaibal must have 

kept it hidden somewhere for all these years. 

Holding the socks in her hand, she ran into the bedroom and lashed out – “Why do you want to 

remind me of these painful memories when you yourself has gone beyond these things? Don’t you 

know that I also want to take the pill of oblivion? May be only in that way, I would be able to get 

over the guilt of leaving you and leaving this house behind.” 

But as usual, there was no response. Only the humming sound of the TV; Kamala must have 

turned it on when cleaning the bedroom. Sunetra was now feeling ashamed of her own behavior.  

She slowly stepped out of the bedroom and went into the garden. There it was- a full grown 

beautiful gardenia tree. After Rani passed away, one day Shaibal brought a small gardenia plant. 

Sunetra always loved gardening, but she lost the interest in everything at that phase of her life. 

Shaibal coaxed her out in the garden and together they planted the tree - in the memory of Rani. 

Somehow that worked like a magical cure for Sunetra’s depression. She started to water the plant, 
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took care of it and soon became a regular in the garden like before. Once again Sunetra realized 

that how wisely and compassionately Shaibal handled her delicate state of mind at that time. Once 

again the sea of guilt was rushing over her- leaving Shaibal, this house, this tree behind.  

The phone was ringing inside the house. Sunetra picked it up. 

- Hello, Ma, is everything alright there? My flight has been confirmed - will reach home by 

Monday afternoon. By the way, Dasbabu will come on Tuesday, so please keep all the house 

documents ready.  

- Shanu, are we doing the right thing? 

- Ma, we have discussed this several times and Baba himself wanted it. And you know, this is a 

temporary thing, soon I will be able to make an arrangement in Mumbai. But we have to sell the 

house, otherwise how can we cover all these impending costs?  

- Yes, I know. Ok, take care and see you on Monday.  

Sunetra hung up the phone. She understood the situation fully. Shanu was a budding journalist, 

struggling in Mumbai without a stable income. And selling this house was the best strategy at this point.  

She did not realize herself that when she opened that pocketbook again. The next entry said 2005, 

drawing room, the glass cupboard. After rummaging quite-a-bit, she found it – a broken Montblanc pen. 

She could vividly remember the day. Shanu was very excited. He got chance in the famous Mudra 

Institute of Communication in Ahmadabad. But Shaibal was not happy; he wanted Shanu to join an 

engineering college. They violently argued that day and then in a sudden fit of rage, Shaibal took the 

Montblanc pen lying on the coffee table and threw it on the wall. That was Shanu’s favorite pen -  he 

saved his pocket money to get that second hand pen from a friend. Later Shaibal regretted many times 

about it – to Sunetra and to Shanu. Shanu left for Ahmadabad soon, then settled in Mumbai. He has 

forgotten all these things by now, but Shaibal apparently could not.  

Sunetra flipped over the next pages of the pocketbook. It’s mostly blank- some scribbles on some 

pages and then the last entry -2016, bedroom, red box! Oh, wait. What was that - a neatly folded paper 

in the back cover of the notebook!  She opened it. 

“My dear Suni, 

I know you are surprised to see that your unromantic husband is writing a letter to you. Even I am also 

surprised of this fact, because I never thought that I would have to write a letter to you. I assumed that 

you will be always with me. Looking back, now I regret that why I did not write you often before; why I 

did not express my feelings for you. Maybe it was the custom of our generation. We are an old couple 

Suni. This year in June we will celebrate our 35th marriage anniversary. But I don’t know whether I will 

be there with you or not. So I just wanted to share these little pieces of memories with you once again. I 

have scattered these pieces in this house, the house where I started my life, where you came here as 

the new bride, where our children Shanu and Rani were born. I know it is hard for you to accept the 

decision of selling the house and putting me in the hospice. But believe me Suni, it will be impossible 

for you to take care of everything alone at this age. My heart breaks when I see how much 

overwhelmed is your life now; you have to take care of me and all the chores that I used to do.  But 

now when the time is nearing, I have a feeling that I will be attached to this house forever. I will never 

leave it. Because we live in our memories and this is where all my memories were created. I know soon 

I will cross the border of light and shadow and will enter into the kingdom of oblivion. I am scared, very 

scared, Suni. This Alzheimer’s is robbing my mind slowly. So as long as I have some memory left, I 
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wanted to create this memory pathway with you; to live the life with you once again- through happiness 

and sorrow. Now I can go in peace. Love you always – Shaibal.” 

Sunetra went to the bedroom. Shaibal was sitting there in the wheelchair, staring blankly at the TV. A 

slight drool was running from the side of his feeding tube. She carefully wiped it, then sat beside him. 

That was what Shaibal had become in the last 2 months. He couldn’t speak or eat, had lost most of all 

body functions, but the most painful part was that he could not recognize even Sunetra anymore.   

Things started very innocuously – Shaibal was forgetting his colleagues’ names, he would leave 

the bathroom faucet running. There was one time when he went to market to get rice and bought 

dal instead. But they were blaming it on work pressure and age. And then one day their neighbor 

Duttababu brought him back home. Apparently Shaibal was loitering in the market for quite some 

time, but could not figure out how to get home. Finally came the diagnosis - Shaibal was losing his 

mind and there is no cure for Alzheimer’s. Sunetra was devastated, but Shaibal took it very calmly. 

He planned everything, including the selling of this house and his moving into a hospice in Kolkata 

when the time would come. Shanu was trying hard to get a place in a hospice near his place in 

Mumbai, but so far that had not worked out. 

But they did not anticipate that this dreaded time would come so soon. Shaibal would have these 

memory lapses for some time, but then he would come back out of it eventually. But this time he 

never came back. Sunetra was heartbroken that she could not say a proper good bye; could not 

say how much she loved him. But this letter and those small memory treasures relieved her 

immensely as if she was just chatting with Shaibal about their life. That reminded her that the last 

entry still needs to be revealed. She was searching for the red box. This time Shaibal had hidden it 

behind the TV. As she opened it, two beautiful diamond earrings sparkled even in the dim light of 

the bedroom. Sunetra was smiling; her unromantic husband even remembered this one. About 

two-three years ago, they went to Kolkata for her niece’s wedding. When they were shopping for 

the bride’s ornament, Sunetra saw this earring. She jokingly told Shaibal, “I want this on our thirty-

fifth anniversary.” Shaibal also replied smilingly, “Ok, we will see when the time comes.”  Now the 

time had come, but the perspective had changed. On their marriage anniversary, Sunetra will 

probably be pensively looking at the Mumbai sky and Shaibal will be sitting in a lonely room in a 

hospice in Kolkata.  

Sunetra opened the window. A starry night outside - the rich fragrance of gardenia flowers from 

the garden entered into the room. She took the phone to make an urgent call to Dasbabu. Besides 

the real estate business, he also ran a rental business. Instead of selling this house, she would 

request him to find renters for the first floor. She was pretty confident that with some cost-cutting 

and with this extra money from the renter, she would be able to afford a part-time nurse. She 

looked back at Shaibal – “Listen, Mr. unromantic, meticulous planner. You were almost going to 

ruin my thirty-fifth marriage anniversary. But I will not let that happen. So you have to endure me 

forever- through happiness and sorrow.” 

Somewhere outside a radio was on –  

 

দা াঁশ্বড়নয় আে েুশ্বম আমার 

গানের ওপানর। 

আমার সুরগুশ্ব  পায় িরে, আশ্বম 

পাই বে বোমানর। 

কনে শ্বেনয় আমার ো াঁশ্বশ 

োোনে বগা আপশ্বে আশ্বস, 

আেন্দময় েীরে রানের 

শ্বেশ্বেড় আাঁধানর। 
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Sikkim Adventure 

Sanjib Basak 

It was the last week of November 2014. The winter in Minnesota started only a month before but I was 

already feeling exhausted. Temperature was dropping exponentially everyday and days were becoming 

shorter. It would be dark outside when I would start for the office in the morning and would still be the same 

when I would come back in the afternoon. We planned for a vacation in India in December and I was 

counting the days almost every day. As I started planning my trip in India, an idea came to my mind. How 

about a small trekking trip in the Himalayas? I started talking to one of my brother-in-law, Kanchan, who has 

done some trekking in that area. He also discussed with one of his friends, Satyam and we all made a little 

plan to meet on a particular date in Siliguri and would start our exciting journey from there. 

We landed in Kolkata in the first week of December, as planned. Kids decided to stay a week at grand 

parents’ house along with mama which made myself a free bird to enjoy this mountainous adventure after a 

long time. After two days break in Kolkata to get over the jetlag, I boarded a 45 minutes flight to Bagdogra. 

Kanchan came to the airport to receive me there. We reached Tenzing Norgay bus stand in Siliguri for our 

next destination Gangtok. Satyam joined us there. We all boarded a Swaraj Mazda minivan, which was 

shared by other passengers as well and started our journey towards Gangtok.  

From Siliguri to Gangtok, it was about 5 hours journey. Once we passed Sevoke, we started getting 

mountains on both sides of the road and the condition of the road started deteriorating. The pitch road has 

been destroyed in many places and the uneven gravel road started, making our journey more 

uncomfortable. The driver went via Mongpo, Kalimpong and then we stopped at Rongpo for dinner. After 

dinner, it was getting dark and the road was bumpy. I felt that the best way to ignore the road is to have 

some sleep. After that, I did not recall anything other than the roller coaster drive. We reached Gangtok at 

about 8:00 pm. Kanchan had booked a hotel for us, which was a walk-able distance from that place. The 

owner of the hotel, Sunilda, who used to be a neighbor of Kanchan, was very humorous and welcoming. He 

showed us our room, arranged hot water for shower. Sunilda also arranged dinner for us. We opted for 

vegetarian dinner, went straight to bed and were in deep sleep almost immediately. 

Waking up in the morning, I looked outside of the window and saw an amazing view of mount 

Khanchendzonga. Although, it was little misty near our hotel, the snow-covered peaks at distance were 

quite visible. The morning sunlight was getting reflected on the snow-covered peaks, making the mountain 

orange. The sky started becoming clearer and the fog was gone in couple of minutes. I was completely lost 

in this serene beauty for couple of minutes and came back to reality when Satyam woke up and reminded 

me that we needed to leave for the information office. We had to get more information about trekking from 

the Sikkim tourism office.    

Sikkim is one the greatest hub for doing trekking in Himalayas. Every year, lots of people from various parts 

of India and abroad come here and start their trekking trip from here. There are plenty of different trekking 

routes available with varied level of difficulties. Trekking Trip to Dzongri is one of the famous and the most 

beautiful one but I was not sure whether I would be able to do it. It goes up to 14,000 ft. high and I am not 

used to that altitude. We decided to get more info from the Sikkim tourism office.  

We reached the mall area and started to find Sikkim Tourism office. It was a small old building hiding in 

between shiny decorated shops. We did not get much info there other than getting couple of maps. We 

came out of the office and looking for info outside and found one private agency that helps with outfitting 

and getting guides (called Sherpas), etc. for trekking. They mentioned that all the trekking routes were 
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closed due to heavy snowfall. They also mentioned that it was pretty late in the season and the roads, most 

likely, won’t be open before next season, which is March or April next year.    

So, all of a sudden, our dream collapsed and our hearts were filled with sadness. We were not sure what to 

do next. We were blaming ourselves for our poor planning with the whole thing. We started looking at 

different options. Kanchan suggested that there was a 3-day sight-seeing trip available which takes 

passengers to an amazing lake called “Gurudongmar”, which is situated at altitude 17,800 ft. The trip also 

covers night stays in 2 pretty mountain villages called Lachen and Lachung. It is considered as one of the 

gorgeous road trips in Sikkim. I did some research about the lake, back in USA and planned to visit it 

anyway. So I agreed to the proposal right away and so did Satyam and we were back in business for our 

next adventure.   

Next day, we packed our luggage and headed towards the bus stand from where we would get our shared 

minivan.  Talking with a travel agency, Sunil-da arranged our trip already. The driver came right on-time at 

about 9:45 am. After an hour drive, we stopped by a falls called “Bacchan Falls”. It was a nice falls of height 

close to 100 ft., probably named after Amitabh Bacchan. After watching the falls, we started our journey 

again. The driving was beautiful with the pretty mountains, picturesque landscape and the diversities with 

the color of woods. At one point, we would be driving at an altitude of 10,000+ ft. and then within 30 

minutes, we would be down to a flat base. While we were on high altitude we came to see the river Tista 

couple of times. It looked like a greenish thick string engraved on the body of the mountains. At one point, 

we were going from one mountain to the other which were connected by a bridge over Tista. We took a 

break there by the riverside and enjoyed quietness of the place with the green river flowing on the backdrop 

of the mountains.  

 

In the first night, we were supposed to stay at Lachen. 
Next day morning, we would go to GuruDongmer, the 
lake with highest altitude in Sikkim. When we reached 
Lachen, it was dark. The driver dropped us in a hotel 
where we were supposed to stay overnight. Most of 
these hotels in these regions are bed and breakfast 
kind of arrangements. Owner lives in the same house 
as the guests. After checking in we went inside our 
room. The inside of the room was freezing cold and 
there was no heater. I went to bathroom and 
discovered that there was no arrangement of hot water 
either. There was a bar inside the hotel in the  

downstairs. We went straight there and had brandy and warmed up a little bit. After an hour or so, weather 

became windy and then it started snowing. Going from Minnesota, snow was not very exciting for me but I 

saw that Kanchan and Satyam were enjoying snow and started making some snowballs. Driver came to us 

and warned that if snow continued, we probably won’t be able to make to Gurudongmer. Otherwise, we 

were supposed to start next morning at 5 am. After finishing dinner downstairs, we went to our bed and it 

felt like a thick block of ice.  

We woke up next morning and got ready by 4:30 am but did not see our driver. He was still asleep in his 

room. After knocking his door heavily, he came out and told us that he won’t be able to drive to 

GuruDongmer in that road condition.  This was another disaster but we were mentally prepared that t ime. 

He did not want to take any risk with driving in the snow. The young chaps from Kolkata started a verbal 

fight with him but he was as firm as Mt. Kanchanzunga in his decision. He suggested that we start going 

towards Lachung, the other village, before more snowfall happened. 
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In the middle of this foreign land we had no other option than agreeing to his suggestion. We started our 

journey towards Lachung around 7:00 am. In between, we stopped at Chungthang for a break and had chai. 

We reached Lachung at about 3 pm. It was very foggy and the mountains were covered with clouds. The 

place that we were going to stay was a private house again. The owner of the house, a Sikkimese lady, 

welcomed us and asked us to come inside her kitchen. The fireplace inside the kitchen was on. It was 

shivering cold outside. We sat by the fireplace and started feeling warmer and better. She cooked chow-

mein and hot tea for us. After eating, we headed out for our room. After sometime, I saw through the 

window, sun was coming out and cloud started moving away. The peaks of the mountain started to become 

prominent. As clouds were moving away, the mountains started becoming visible. Finally, when the sky was 

completely clear, I found that we were completely surrounded by mountains a complete 360° round. The 

houses along the mountains started becoming visible now. In the east side we saw a series of white flags 

going from bottom to top and a Tibetan monastery is standing up in the mountain along that route. After 

sometime moon became visible. It was another beautiful thing to see the White Mountain peaks in the 

moonlight, which became whiter with the reflection of light.  

As we had nothing else do, Satyam gave an idea about testing a local beer called 
“Chung”.   We walked a little downhill from our place and found a small shop where 
it was available. They invited us in their kitchen and served us the beer. It was 
served in a bamboo pot filled with barley like substance and the liquid. They gave 
us a straw made out of bamboo, through which we had to sip the juice that is mixing 
with the barley like substance. After having couple of sips, I felt very relaxing and 
enjoyable.   We got to know all the members of the houses as they introduced 
themselves. There were two ladies, one very old, probably would be in her 90s and 
the other lady would be around 50, her daughter-in-law. The man who was sitting in 
a chair was her son.  They were speaking Hindi very well and shared a lot of details 
about their life in the mountain. After spending about two hours there we came back 
to our hotel, gathering lot of info about Sikkimese life. 

 

Next morning, we woke up and had a nice breakfast at the house and got ready for our next place 

Yumthung valley. We had to take pass as we were entering Tibet on the way. The driver arranged passes 

for us from Lachen. We reached Yumthung valley and found that the ground was covered with fresh snow. 

We saw lot of young newly married couples there. Perhaps these places have become a nice honeymoon 

spot now. After visiting Yumthung, we started our return journey for Gangtok and reached there in the 

evening. 

In that journey, neither I was not able to do my desired trekking trip nor I could visit lake GuruDongmar but I 

had an unforgettable experience about Sikkim and the Sikkimese. The beauty of two pretty villages, Lachen 

and Lachung on the backdrop of white snow covered mountains, the hospitality of Sikkimese, and the green 

river Tista will cherish my memory forever.  Perhaps, my adventure to Sikkim was written that way and the 

lake Gurudongmer has been left for another visit. In spite of all those unforeseen incidents, I would strongly 

recommend this trip to anybody who is looking to take a break from stressful life in America, looking for a 

quiet get away in the mountain and would want to enjoy the pristine beauty of Himalayas.  
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